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Design-build is the process whereby a project is constructed by the same entity
that designed it. Detailed narratives are provided for the collaborative, integrated designbuild of two small, relatively contemporary pavilions. The first was constructed as part of
a design-build workshop taught by Steve Badanes, director of the Neighborhood
Design/Build Studio at the University of Washington Department of Architecture and
founder of the international architecture firm The Jersey Devil. The second, a multi-use
pavilion on the site of a former junkyard, was implemented as a local volunteer
community service project using Badanes' method. A third proposal is also described; an
amphitheater honoring the late architect and educator Samuel Mockbee FAIA in his
hometown of Canton, Mississippi.
An integrated design-build process emphasizes synthesis of assemblages. The
design-build of a small pavilion by a group can serve as a simple, straightforward
introduction to collaboration and the nature of synthetic processes.
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DEDICATION

This thesis is dedicated to the late architect and teacher,
Samuel Mockbee FAIA (Figure 0.1).

Figure 0.1 - Samuel Mockbee
photo courtesy Rural Studio

Architects are by nature and pursuit leaders and teachers.
If architecture is going to inspire community, or stimulate the status quo in making
responsible environmental and social structural changes now and in the future, it
will take what I call the 'subversive leadership' of academicians and practitioners
to remind the student of architecture that theory and practice are not only
interwoven with one's culture but with the responsibility of shaping the
environment, of breaking up social complacency, and challenging
the power of the status quo. (Mockbee 1998)
Samuel ‘Sambo’ Norman Mockbee FAIA (1944-2001)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

We are taught in architectural education to be tortured artists.
(Andrew Freear, from Dean and Hursley 2002)
Artists conceptualize and then personally produce their own works of art. The
artist creates an artifact that directly conveys meaning. Architects and landscape
architects, at least those in a conventional setting, conceptualize and construct a
representation such as drawings or a model; instructions for others to follow in
production of their final vision.
The practice of one entity providing both design and construction service is an
emergent and growing trend in building production. In the construction industry, designbuild often increases efficiency and therefore profitability. But how much can an
emergent designer learn about the nature of materials without actually working with
wood, stone, concrete, or steel? In response to student demand, schools of architecture
are increasingly offering design-build curricula (Carpenter 1997). A design-build setting
provides its participants with a working environment inherently more real than
representation (Badanes 2006, Douglas 2010). For many students, a design-build setting
is their first opportunity to work with peers as a team (Dean and Hursley 2002).
Design-build by an individual is relatively straightforward. On the other hand,
collaborative design-build involves a group; people with differing backgrounds, interests
and levels of experience. How does one person facilitate the collaborative design and
construction of a structure by many, the exact configuration of which is not agreed upon
beforehand?
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CHAPTER 2
DEFINITIONS

Architecture is defined as the art and science of designing and erecting buildings
and other physical structures (Wikipedia).

Landscape architecture represents a broader realm; design of outdoor and public
spaces to achieve environmental, socio-behavioral, and/or aesthetic outcomes. It
involves the systematic investigation of existing social, ecological, and geological
conditions and processes in the landscape, and the design of interventions that will
produce the desired outcome (Wikipedia).

On the Design-Build of Small Pavilions is meant to constructively bridge the
disciplines of architecture and landscape architecture. The synthetic processes of
assemblage found in nature and intrinsic to the practice of landscape architecture may
significantly expand the potential conceptual bases for the development of architecture
as well. Complete enclosure and mechanical systems are, however, considered beyond
the scope of landscape work and therefore not included in this study.
In 1909, The American Institute of Architects (AIA) banned its members from
engaging in construction; however, this ban was repealed in 1978 and the AIA began
offering design-build contracts in 1985 (Quatman 2000). Many larger firms still operate
under a dual entity organizational structure, often as one company with a design group
and a construction group. In some cases, architects and builders may offer their services
jointly. Ironically, those architects who offer truly integrated services are frequently
stigmatized, at times labeled alternative. On the other hand, those architects who do
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build their own designs may exhibit less interest with architecture as a proprietary
profession, and are often more concerned with building as an experiential art.
The organic nature of the landscape lends itself to a design-build approach. Just
as some residential landscapers may field test different bed configurations by laying out
a garden hose, many landscape architects have found designing in situ to be a viable and
cost-effective method. In Mississippi, design-build is well-accepted among landscape
practitioners; however, the Mississippi Board of Architecture (MSBOA) prohibits the
practice of architectural design-build by a single entity.

Design-bid-build is a term used to describe the traditional project delivery
method; the architect develops a thorough set of instructions based upon the owner's
input, contractors submit bids and one contractor is hired to implement the work.

Design-build (also design/build) is an umbrella term for project delivery methods
in which design and construction is provided by a single source.

Design-build-limited is how design-build is most commonly applied; a building
contractor offers free or discounted design services in-house, or via a standing
agreement. The design expertise is typically limited in scope to certain aspects of those
construction systems used by that particular contractor. For example, a metal building
contractor might provide steel shop drawings stamped by an engineer who has made
sure the columns, beams and connections adhere to applicable code; however, he or she
may not be concerned with how the spaces will be utilized, aesthetic considerations, any
impacts the facility has on the natural environment, or whether the construction system
is most appropriate to its usage. The actual designer may have little or no client contact.

Design-before-build refers to an architect or designer who does participate
primarily in the construction, but only after investigating the project thoroughly in a
conventional manner beforehand. While this process may potentially help to affix the
cost, that same prior definition can make it more cumbersome to facilitate improvements
once construction has commenced. If a construction agreement cannot be negotiated
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directly, this scenario more readily facilitates the supplemental production of
conventional design-bid-build set if need be.

Design-manage refers to an architect or designer who acts as the primary point of
contact with the client. The architect will act more or less as a construction manager,
accepting bids from the various subcontracting trades who prepare bids for their portion
of work. Typically the builders have worked with the architect before, and may assist in
preliminary estimates. An architect or landscape architect in this arrangement may or
may not perform actual construction personally, but the working relationship is such
that changes and substitutions are simpler to make.

Integrated design-build refers to the practice of developing the design
continuously, as it is being constructed. In this immersive process, designers have direct
connection with the place and materials at hand. Drawings are often kept to a minimum,
used more as a means to visualize general assemblies than to specify every component.
Not every single detail is resolved beforehand. A foundation may be placed before its roof
assembly is devised (Figure 2.1). Renovation often reveals conditions hidden prior to
construction (Figure 2.2). Many detailing decisions are deferred until they may be
investigated at full scale. This turnkey method enhances design flexibility, providing
increased opportunities for artistic expression and constructive problem solving.

Figure 2.1 - Horse shed implemented using integrated design-build method (ASK 2003)
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Figure 2.2 - Plywood vault detailed via integrated design-build method (ASK 2003)

Regenerative design builds upon systems ecology, and describes processes that
restore, renew or revitalize their own sources of energy and materials; creating systems
that integrate the needs of society with the integrity of nature. Originally applied to
agriculture, the regenerative lifecycle concept was extended to many aspects of human
habitation in the 1970s by landscape architect professor John T. Lyle as well as by Swiss
architect Walter R Stahel, who coined the popular term cradle-to-cradle (Lyle 1994,
McDonough and Braugart 2002).
Landscape architects are naturally in an excellent position to explore
regenerative systems. One approach is to restore lost or displaced ecosystems, as
demonstrated by landscape architect Edward L. Blake' s use of prescribed burns to
reinvigorate former pine savannas at the MSU Crosby Arboretum in Picayune,
Mississippi, revealing rich biological communities of pitcher plants and native
wildflowers. Another regenerative approach is to directly incorporation biological
systems into a built structure, such as the closed-loop sewage treatment systems
originally developed for space stations by former NASA environmental scientist B. C.
'Bill' Wolverton, who now applies these technologies to commercial, institutional and
residential applications. Working with the MSU Center for Sustainable Design cofounders MSU landscape architecture professor Pete Melby and MSU professor of
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agricultural and biological engineering Tom Cathcart, Dale and Associates Architects
incorporated many regenerative and other sustainability-oriented features into the MSU
Department of Landscape Architecture facilities:
• vernacularly influenced deep overhangs, arcades and shaded balconies
• geothermal heating and cooling
• functioning windows
• energy-efficient lighting
• photovoltaic solar panels with information kiosk
• concrete floors as well as natural and recycled floor coverings

As one moves along the continuum from design-build-develop to integrated
design-build and beyond, more disciplines become involved. Designing in full scale allows
all the participants to immerse themselves simultaneously in the place they are creating.
Sharing time and physical workspace provides a common ground that is more directly
accessible than the representative domain of the design studio, or the virtual realm of
computers. It is important to find ways for multiple disciplines to combine their efforts;
toward that end, our working definitions must include collaboration and consensus.

Collaboration is a recursive process where two or more people or organizations
work together in an intersection of common goals - for example an intellectual endeavor
that is creative in nature - by sharing knowledge, learning and building consensus
(Wikipedia).

Consensus is defined as meaning both general agreement and the process of
getting to such agreement. Consensus decision-making is a group decision making
process that not only seeks agreement of most participants, but also resolution or
mitigation of minority objections (Wikipedia).
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN-BUILD EVOLUTION
As one moves along the design-build continuum to integrated design-build and
beyond, a broader range of participants become involved. Designing in full scale allows
all the participants to immerse themselves simultaneously in the place they are creating.
Sharing time and space provides an intellectual common ground that is more accessible
than the representative domain of the design studio, and far more than the virtual realm
of a computer. A coordinated team produces greater results than an individual,
generating momentum, building mutual trust and commitment (Badanes 2008).

Collective behavior has long fascinated entomologists. A swarm of bees can
effectively solve problems no individual bee can grasp. Honeybees (Apis mellifera) have
evolved effective means of sorting through individual differences of opinion to find what
is best for the colony (Miller 2007).
The most amazing aspect of bee behavior is the lack of leaders, no one in charge.
The queen’s primary role is not leadership; she pretty much just lays eggs. In late spring
the hive becomes overcrowded and a bee colony normally splits. A new queen is cultured;
the old queen, some drones and about half of the workers leave the established hive to
the less-experienced mother and fly a short distance away to cluster in a seething
conglomeration on a branch. The swarm bivouacs there while a scouting party goes
searching for a new home. Various scouts return and perform a special waggle-dance to
indicate the distance, direction and enthusiasm toward potential new hive sites. Others
scouts follow their directions, fly out to see those potential hive sites for themselves.
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Soon numerous bees are giving multiple directions with varying degrees of
enthusiasm, and clouds of bees are forming above the various potential homes. The
decision of where to relocate does not take place in the hive; it takes place in the field,
where scouts are collecting at the assorted locations. When the number of scouts buzzing
the entrance of a potential hive passes a threshold of about fifteen, a quorum is reached;
those bees then race back to the hive to report the selection. Honeybees have evolved
simple, yet very effective decision-making rules:
• Seek a diversity of options
• Encourage open consideration between ideas
• Use an effective mechanism to narrow choices
Thomas Seeley, the field biologist in charge of the study, was so impressed by the
bee's collective intelligence that he started running his faculty meetings in a similar
manner (Miller 2007). Rather than begin the meeting with a predetermined course of
action and seeking conformity, the group was asked to:
• Identify all the possibilities
• Kick their ideas around for a while
• Vote in a secret ballot
Seeley found that when people actually participate, the best solution emerges by
virtue of the process. For this type of selection mechanism to work, each member must
act responsibly and do their part. If instead, the members simply imitate one another,
blindly follow fads or wait for someone to tell them what to do, the collective intelligence
is overturned.
Collaboration is a human act. Animals can cooperate. Plants, fungi and bacteria
develop symbiotic relationships; but by deduction, it takes human beings capable of
communicating with language for collaboration to occur. Unfortunately, our education
systems tend to utilize competition far more than collaboration as a means of developing
young minds (Badanes 2008). Competition does make it easier to assign grades; however
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after school, an ability to work effectively with others is far more valuable (Mockbee
2000). Team-based community outreach programs provide a working framework for
thoughtful collaboration in service of the greater good (Architecture for Humanity, Stohr
and Sinclair 2006; Bell 2004; Bell and Wakeford 2008; Carpenter 1997; Day and Parnell
2003, Dean and Hursley 2002; Dean and Hursley 2005; Douglas, Mockbee, Sanders et al
2010, Trechsel et al 2003).

Indigenous peoples have been crafting their own culturally distinctive and
environmentally appropriate structures for centuries, without the aid of architects.
Successive generations refine archetypes, often resulting in intricate detailing traditions
(Figures 3.1 and 3.5).

Figure 3.1 - Toda tribal hut, Niligris, India; photo by Pratheepps (2006)
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Regional design-builders are better situated to maximize usage of locally
available materials such as stone (Figure 3.2), or saplings and thatch (Figure 3.3).
Construction methods that work well are passed on by the very survival of the structural
artifacts, such as the exquisitely detailed massive stonework (Figure 3.4).
For more information on vernacular architecture and the natural logic inherent
in the typically communal construction, refer to Architecture without Architects
(Rudofsky 1964), The Prodigious Builders (Rudofsky 1977), Dwellings (Oliver 2003)
and Built by Hand (Steen, Steen, Komatsu and Komatsu 2003).

Figure 3.2 - Cabanes du Breuil,
Dordogne, France; photo by Calips (2006)

Figure 3.3 - Shabono Yanomami,
Venezuela; photo by Zeljko (2007)

Figure 3.4 - Sacsayhuamán fortress, Peru;
photo by Christophe Meneboeuf (2005)

Figure 3.5 - Batak Toba house,
Indonesia; photo by Mr. Wabu (2005)
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Cultural divergence is an observable process. As the professions of architect and
landscape architect have become more exclusively defined, their roles in the actual
construction processes have diminished. Proposing a return to the pre-Renaissance
vision of architecture where design and building are integral, Barrow maps the evolution
of the architect and the interplay of technology over the history of architecture (Barrow
2000). The following five-point chronology is summarized from Barrow's Harvard
Graduate School of Design doctorate dissertation Cybernetic Architecture; Process and

Form, The Impact of Information Technology (Barrow 2000):
• In Ancient Egypt (3000 BCE -100 AD), design and construction were overseen
by a chief architect often second in power to the Pharaoh. An integrative generalist,
Imhotep, was also recognized as a high priest, astronomer, magician and healer.
• In Greece and Rome (500 BCE - 400 AD), some specialization amongst
craftsmen occurred. An architect having experience in the craft interfaced verbally with
the stonemasons and craftsmen on site, orchestrating construction.
• In the Middle Ages (500-1500 AD) the Church dominated architecture. The
architect was relegated to a Master Builder who was trained in the mason's workshop.
• In the Renaissance (1400-1600AD) the architect sought identity separate from
the lower classes. Conflicts occurred between the mason's guild and the architect,
resulting in less involvement with the craftsmen in early stages of design. Drawings
began to replace the model as the primary design representation, allowing the architect
to further separate from the building site and construction activities. The emergence of a
General Contractor shifted the working relationship between architect and builder from
implementation (process) to a fiduciary relationship (product).
• In the Industrial Age (1700-1900 AD), design, manufacturing, transit and
construction became further segmented via improvements in technology and increased
competition. Educational standards and legislation established the architect as a
professional design leader and protector of the general public in matters of building.
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While Barrow's timeline clearly indicates a divergence in the roles of architect
and builder from past to present, the distinction between architect as conceiver and
architect as maker already existed in the Middle Ages (Piedmont-Palladino and Branch
1997). Architectus refers to the master builder who learned architecture by building
architecture (Kostof 1977, Piedmont-Palladino and Branch 1997). Mechanicus refers to
the conceiver and the geometer, who learned architecture through studying astronomy,
theology, and the liberal arts. The term mechanicus was also used to refer to the patron,
often a member of the upper clergy (Simson 1988). Architectus acted as the hands of the
mechanicus, implementing his given theories (Panofsky 1985).
Arguing that the theory of assemblages introduced by French philosopher Gilles
Deleuze may be used as a model for any community, philosopher Manuel DeLanda traces
development of civilization as a dynamic material process; influenced by geography,
economics, technologies, linguistics social, networks, and warfare (DeLanda 1991, 1997,
2006). De Landa traces the advent of the computer as an implement of war, and
examines its emergent collectively generated intelligence (DeLanda 1991). Delving
beyond basic notions of supply and demand, DeLanda considers the interplay of a
decentralized free market as well as more centrally maintained anti-market forces as
primary form-givers of our built environment (DeLanda 1997). Whether by virtue of
selected representational media, industry, technology, religious interference, market or
anti-market forces; as our cultures diverge and individual vocations become more
specialized, knowledge gained from making buildings has become peripheral to the
professional definition of the architect (Piedmont-Palladino and Branch 1997).
Cultural divergence may be illustrated via historic depictions of the legendary

Tower of Babel, a theological explanation of the divergence of language and its effect on
constructive development. Early representations tend to be orthographically flattened,
with rectilinear towers not significantly larger than their human counterparts (Figures
3.6 and 3.7). A spiraling system of vertical circulation was later expressed (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.6 - Papier,
Meister der Paraphrasen
(11th century)

Figure 3.7 - Pergament,
Meister der Weltchronik
(1370)

Figure 3.8 - Parchment,
Bedford Master
(1463)

Most more recent interpretations share a common theme; an incomplete spiral
cone observed from a distance, from a vantage point generally midway up the
construction (Figure 3.9 through 3.15). This religious imagery was a recurrent subject
for some artists, such as Pieter Brueghal and Lucas van Valckenborch (Figure 3.9 and
3.10, 3.11 and 3.12); at times passed on along generational lines (Figure 3.13 and 3.14).

Figure 3.9 - The Tower of Babel,
Pieter Brueghel the Elder (1563)

Figure 3.10 - Rotterdam version,
Pieter Brueghel the Elder (1565)
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Figure 3.11 - Tower of Babel,
Lucas van Valckenborch (1594)

Figure 3.12 - The Tower of Babel,
Lucas van Valckenborch (1595)

Figure 3.13 - Tower of Babel,
Abel Grimmer (16th century)

Figure 3.14 - The Construction of the
Tower of Babel, Jacob Grimmer (16th c.)

Figure 3.15 - Turmbau zu Babel,
Lodewyk Toeput (1580s)

Figure 3.16
Confusion of Tongues,
Gustave Doré (1865)
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Although he dismissed his own work prior to 1935 as having little or no value, for

the most part merely practice exercises, graphic artist M.C. Escher's more contemporary
depiction of the commonly imagined human enterprise focuses on the actual moment of
collaborative impasse (Figure 3.17, Fellows 1995):

Some of the builders are white and others black. The work is at a standstill
because they are no longer able to understand one another. Seeing as the climax of the
drama takes place at the summit of the tower which is under construction, the building
has been shown from above as though from a bird's eye view. - M. C. Escher (ibid).

Figure 3.17 - Tower of Babel, woodcut by M. C. Escher (1928)
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COUNTERCULTURAL CONVERGENCE
Integrated design-build as fostered in academia today actually began as a
counterpoint to traditional education. American design-build groups in the 1960s and
1970s organized themselves around increased local of their lives. In a movement
architectonically paralleling Process Art, it was the students who initiated the design
collaborations that questioned the status quo (Cohen, Sagan and Kann 2008).

ANT FARM
Ant Farm was not the first anarchistic creative collective, nor were they the most
productive in terms of built projects; however, as representatives of the period's zeitgeist
Ant Farm warrants consideration. While educated as architects, Ant Farm worked from
within the medium of information more so than that of construction materials. Their
emphasis was on the creation of events rather than finite structures (Figure 3.18). The
media-oriented Ant Farm established themselves as iconoclasts of the antiestablishment;
the authority on anti-authoritarianism (Lewallen and Seid 2004).

Figure 3.18 - Media Burn performance by Ant Farm (4 July 1975)
photo by Diane Andrews Hall (Lewallen and Seid 2004)
University of California, Berkley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive
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Inspired by the utopian visions of architects Buckminster Fuller, Archigram and
Superstudio, architectural graduates Chip Lord from Tulane and Doug Michels from Yale
began collaboration in 1968. After describing their work as underground architecture, a
friend replied, “Oh, like the Ant Farm.” The ubiquitous metaphor stuck, its ready-made
logo included an official color – green. In 1970, Rhode Island School of Design graduate
Curtis Schreier joined them. Many others participated with the loose-knit firm over their
decade-long run (Lewellan and Seid 2004).
As a way to challenge the stifling conventions of the International Style in
modern architecture, in particular the Brutalist movement of the 1960s, the
countercultural collective demonstrated a series of innovative inflatable structures and
biomorphic houses, and participated in psychedelic theater events and other
performance exhibitions (Figure 3.19). The group self-published Inflatocookbook, a howto book consisting of loose pages in a vinyl binder and originally sold for $3.00 (Ant Farm
1973). While not intended as permanent amenities, such pneumatic structures hold
excellent potential for collaborative design-build experimentation.

Figure 3.19 - Spare Tire inflatable by Ant Farm (1970) photo by Chip Lord
University of California, Berkley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive
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Ant Farm’s cultural criticism includes significant contributions to landscape
architecture. Juxtaposed on the edge of a swamp on the outskirts of Houston, 100

Television Sets questioned our cultural acceptance of disposable gratification (Figure
3.20). One of the most recognizable example of public art ever made, Cadillac Ranch near
Amarillo, demonstrates the nature of design by elevating the evolution of the tail-fin to
unexpected heights, crossing the threshold into landscape art (Figure 3.21).

Figure 3.20 - 100 Television Sets installation by Ant Farm (1972)
photo by Chip Lord from Ant Farm: 1968-1978 (Lewallen and Seid 2004)
University of California, Berkley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive

Figure 3.21 - Cadillac Ranch: The Restoration installation by Ant Farm (1974)
photo by Richie Diesterheft
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VERMONT DESIGN-BUILD MOVEMENT
One of the earliest example of definitively architectural design-build collaboration
in modern America, the experimental movement began in 1964 at a place near Warren,
Vermont, now known as Prickly Mountain (Cohen et al 2008). While skiing at
Sugarbush, fellow Yale School of Architecture students Dave Sellers, Peter Gluck and
William (Ringo) Reineke conceived of a plan to develop ski cabins. The three were
motivated by the idea of totally controlling their process; in design, in construction and
especially in economics. The creative environment that followed included eclectic
experiments in collaborative construction, such as Dimetrodon (Figure 3.22), a multifamily intentional community (commune) structure with thermal properties similar to
that of the Permian period dinosaur.

Figure 3.22 - Dimetrodon, photo by Jim Westphalen
from Architectural Improvisation (Cohen et al 2008)
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The architect is irresponsible today in… that he thinks… he has to sit in his office
and wait for some client to come up and say, all right build me that. But I think the
architect has got to change his whole scope if he's going to survive as an integral part of
our future society. I think he's got to play the role of entrepreneur as well.
- Dave Sellers (1998, from Sagan 2008a).
Their ongoing design-build experiments were the result of three primary forces:
• an entrepreneurial urge to create and control one’s life economically
• a desire to build, to engage in the materiality and empirical nature of
architecture with one's own body
• a desire for creative freedoms and personal expression of the artist’s life
Sellers and Reineke were students of sculptor Robert Engman, who was a student
of Josef Albers, the original developer of the foundation courses at the Bauhaus. At the
time Paul Rudolph, a student of Bauhaus founder Walter Gropius, ran Yale's School of
Architecture. It was the sculpture courses of Albers and Engman in the Yale School of
Art that exposed the design-builders to the immersive method of design.

Design is not separate from craft and art… and making discoveries by the use,
understanding and [feel of] materials and tools is one way to lead to ideas; rather than
the kinds of ideas that are down on paper. - sculptor Ed Owre (2004, Cohen et al 2008).
Sellers and Reineke purchased the land that became Prickly Mountain, settling in
there to become involved in the full range of experimental construction they concocted
around themselves. Gluck chose to live in the more urban environment of New York City.
From there he devised a paneled construction system that was pre-fabricated in
warehouses in Vermont by carpenters who normally would have been out of work during
the winter. His prototypical Architectural Research and Development (ARDEC) house
was erected via crane. While less interested in the improvisational method and the
creation of singular works of artistic expression, by being in tune with traditional
construction methods Gluck demonstrated a commitment to mass-producing economical
housing with a high degree of quality control.
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In contrast, Sellers and Reineke thrived on the conceptual incompletion of their
work. Their project delivery approach was one of continual design and problem solving.
What Sellers refers to as the DNA or seed of each design was agreed upon via a simple
sketch or model, but the more complex details were left unresolved until those could be
considered at full scale. Their decision-making was informed by direct experience with
the tools, material and space.

…the Tack House gave us a way to work together. We learned more from each
other when we were working together than we [would have] sitting around making
drawings, and I don't remember anybody sitting around making drawings. It just wasn't
part of it. - fellow 'Bauhausian' Ed Orwe (2004, from Cohen et al 2008)
Many of the more interesting solutions evolved out of ad hoc responses to
problems discovered during implementation. For example, when it was determined that
the kitchen in the Tack House was going to be too small to accommodate basic appliances,
its space was reconfigured as a special bump out; allowing the space to cantilever out of
the structural envelope. Construction decisions were made in the field, informed by
unique circumstance, often sketched on beams or wall already in place (Figure 3.23).
Subsequent additions are generated via the conceptual DNA. The continuously
transformed environment progressively informs new growth (Figures 3.24, 3.25 and
3.36). Such building upon former sets of moves resembles the triangulated
measurements essential to the mapping of unknown territory. In a manner intrinsic to
the linked farmhouses indigenous to the Vermont countryside, each building's DNA
formalizes a language utilized throughout its domain. Like DNA, adaptive iterations
evolve as more complex growth conditions present themselves.
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Figure 3.23 - Thought process on beam,
photo by Jim Westphalen (Cohen et al 2008)

Figure 3.24 - Tack House (1966)
from (Smith 1966)

Figure 3.25 - Tack House (late 1960s)
photo by Candy Barr (Cohen et al 2008)

Figure 3.26 - Tack House (2008)
photo Jim Westphalen (Cohen et al 2008)
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Not every architectonic experiment at Prickly Mountain shares the same additive
exuberance. The more crystalline solid-void juxtapositions of the Sibley/ Pyramid House
result from geometric manipulation of a conceptual cube; the building's plan was devised
to mimic and reverberate the angular building section (Figure 3.27).
While not as apparent on the buildings exterior, the Sibley/Pyramid house
utilizes a readily expandable structural innovation; the plywood box beam. Built by
layering common 2x lumber with sheets of plywood, box beams were easy to build,
relatively lightweight to place and readily extended or augmented by placement of
additional reinforcing layers (Figure 3.28). The carpenter-friendly technology was wellsuited to the design-builders ongoing improvisations. The idea of extending pieces of
construction out into space for future, yet to be determined use, became known as the

Wild Beam Theory (Sagan 2008).

Figure 3.27 - Sibley/Pyramid House
photo Jim Westphalen (Cohen et al 2008)

Figure 3.28 - Plywood box beam
diagram Danny Sagan (Cohen et al 2008)

The best part of the building isn’t always available to be known before you are making it.
- Dave Sellers (1998, from Sagan 2008a).
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Another theory that emerged concerned irresolution. Fred 'Pinhead' Steele, an
early collective participant who studied creative processes, articulated a tendency
whereby the longer one can wait in resolving decisions, the higher the probability of
creativity. In the case of Steele's own residence such irresolution was embodied in
ambiguous configurations (Figure 3.29), spaces that could be inhabited in many different
ways, depending upon the needs of the moment (Steele 1973).

Figure 3.29 - Pinhead's living room, photos by builder Tom Luckey
from Progressive Architecture (Smith 1968)
Construction of Steele's guest room was postponed until there was very limited
space left to work with. The tiny room was developed as a multi-functional rotating drum
with the bed on the wall, ceiling or floor depending upon the visitor's preference (Figure
3.30). Kids are especially drawn to this unusual dwelling within a dwelling.

Figure 3.30 - Pinhead's revolving guest room, photos by David Hirsch
from Progressive Architecture (Smith 1968)
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Other developmental strategies of the time concerned games. The Sever From

Victory Theory suggested that you never ought to win a game by a runaway score. If you
do, you are not maximizing your use of time. Aside from presenting a more exciting
spectacle, saving the win until the very last allows one to experiment with riskier
propositions en route to that grand finale (Sellers 1998, from Sagan 2008).
While ecological design and energy performance were not part of their goals as
originally stated, the open-endedness of their process fostered such environmental
consciousness as the design-build community developed over time. Several projects
served as vehicles for the community to develop its own supporting technology; wind
turbines, solar collection devices and wood-burning stoves. Many of these cottage
industries were formed prior to the oil crisis of the 1970s, and a few remain active today.
Many of the experiments initiated at Prickly Mountain were developed
specifically to facilitate growth, and as such remain incomplete by design. In an
interview with researcher Danny Sagan, Sellers summarizes his approach of irresolution
by referring to an unpublished thesis shared by a classmate called Intangible Content in

Architecture. Later published as The Tao of Architecture (Chang 1956), it is based upon
the teachings of Chinese philosopher Lau Tzu and propounds balancing the tangible with
the intangible, being there with not being there. Sellers harkens upon the notion of never
completing the square. As soon as a complete square is drawn, it becomes static, dead. In
order to preserve the possibility of flexible adaptation, it is best to leave the square
unfinished, allowing the observer to make use of its untapped potential (Figure 3.31).

Figure 3.31 - Incomplete squares diagram © The Tao of Architecture (Chang 1956)
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THE JERSEY DEVIL
Influenced by participation in construction of the Lovejoy House and in defiance
to the AIA's ban on design-build, Steve Badanes (Figure 3.32) and John Ringel started
building in situ; designing houses as they personally constructed them, camping nearby.
Their unique results were suggested to be the devastation caused be the Jersey Devil, a
local legend in the Jersey pines. Emulating Ant Farm, the pair decided to adopt the
popular icon. Joined later by Princeton graduate Jim Adamson (Figure 3.33), the trio
custom-built a series of fun and functional site-specific homes (Crosbie 1986). Some
experimental dwellings, such as the ferro-cement Sphincter House, were developed as
economical living space during construction (Figure 3.34).

Figure 3.32 - Steve by his Airstream,
photo by John Ringel (Crosbie 1986)

Figure 3.33 - Jim in his Cardboard Grotto,
photo by Steve Badanes (Crosbie 1986)

Figure 3.34 - Sphincter House,
photo by Steve Badanes (Crosbie 1986)
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Sunk into the ridge of a windswept hill in northern California, the organic Hill
House merges peacefully into the land, providing a calm vacuole at its center (Figure
3.35). Its placement set into the peak of the hill enhances ventilation in the summer,
while the inset courtyard is protected enough to retain heat in the winter.

Figure 3.35 - Hill House photo by Bob Moore
from The Jersey Devil Design/Build Book (Crosbie 1986)
The roof assembly utilized pre-manufactured trusses (Figure 3.36). Unlike
modern systems that use specialized growing media, for this early living roof existing
soil was simply replaced. Concerned about weight, the local soil was put in place using
wheelbarrows rather than trucks. Then after the grass began to sprout, they arrived one
morning to find a herd of cows peacefully grazing atop the roof assembly. Anecdotal
lessons are common in integrated design-build occurrences. A narrative tends to convey
the inherent process more naturally than anything predetermined could.
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Figure 3.36 - Hill House roof trusses photo by Steve Badanes (Crosbie 1986)
In some cases, cultural commentary steers the process. Inspired by Christo’s

Running Fence near San Francisco, Badanes and friend Pat Patterson stopped to stage a
spontaneous photo-op with some wooden cabinets they were delivering, arranging them
in a serpentine line across the land (Figure 3.37). In comparison to Ant Farm’s haunting

100 Television Sets (Figure 3.20), this staging illustrates integrated design-build as
harmonious commentary on the entrenchment of formal architectural education and the
temporality of existence. These constructs differentiate the two groups attitudes toward
consumerism; Ant Farm immortalizes debris, Jersey Devil elevates craft.

Figure 3.37 - Running Bureaus, photo by Steve Badanes (Crosbie 1986)
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Utilizing the same innovative ferro-concrete methods used previously on such
projects as the Sphincter House (Figure 3.34) as well as Ant Farm’s now demised House

of the Century (Figure 3.38), Badanes and friends Will Martin, Donna Walter and Ross
Whitehead worked with neighbors, city and media to erect the Fremont Troll (Figure
3.39), a long-standing landmark and site of an annual Halloween procession.

Figure 3.38 - House of the Century (1973)
iconic design-build by Ant Farm
photo © Lawrence Harris (2000)

Figure 3.39 - Fremont Troll (1988)
iconic sculpture © Badanes et al
photo by Kelly Cline (2004)

The Jersey Devils often utilize humor to extend functionality. In direct adherence
to the 6:12 pitch red tile roofs required by covenant, Casa Mariposa near Tijuana
featured an inward sloping roof of the prescribed angle, with more economical red floor
tiles atop (Figure 3.40). Thus the assemblage functions as a rainwater harvester while
opening dramatic panoramas of the Sea of Cortez; all utilizing indigenous materials and
methods in a sculpturally evocative manner (Badanes and Adamson 2007).
Cross collaboration reached its zenith during construction of the Hoagie House, so
named for its resemblance to a large sandwich (Figure 3.41). A diverse clan of artists
and craftspeople converged on site for two years. The setting allowed mass input to be
explored full-scale. The integration of design, craft, and environmental sensitivity can be
found in inventive responses, such as Jim Adamson's custom Roto-Lid (Figure 3.42).
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Figure 3.40 - Casa Mariposa (1988-89)
photo © Alan Weintraub, cover by Steman
(Piedmont-Palladino and Branch 1997)

Figure 3.41 - Hoagie House (1982-86)
photo © Kenneth Wyner
(Piedmont-Palladino and Branch 1997)

My reasons for building remain essentially the same - the sheer physical and
spiritual joy of it, and the belief that the future of creative work lies in the hands of those
who can construct their own ideas. - Steve Badanes (Piemont-Palladino & Branch 1997)

Figure 3.42 - Adamson's patented Roto-Lid for the Hoagie House
from Devil's Workshop (Piedmont-Palladino and Branch 1997)
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But it is their smaller projects that respond most elegantly to nature and man’s
imposition of rules. At Seaside, Florida, elevated walkways are required in order to
traverse the fragile dunes situated between the beachfront and the picturesque New
Urbanist development. Reduced illumination is called for along beach areas, as sea turtles
rely upon the moon and stars to guide and time their return to nesting sites (Badanes and
Adamson 2007). Use of a single low-output bulb helps protect the endangered turtles;
bathing the canopy in a romantic aura (Figure 3.43)

Figure 3.43 - Seaside pavilion photo © Bill Sanders
from Devil's Workshop (Piedmont-Palladino and Branch 1997)

Originally seen as renegades, Badanes and Adamson are noted leaders in
participatory design-build education. Both teach classes at Yestermorrow Design/Build
School in Vermont. Badanes is the Howard S. Wright Professor of Architecture and
Director of the Neighborhood Design/Build Studio at University of Washington School of
Architecture. Adamson teaches design-build courses at the University of Miami. Their
work as an international design-build firm continues to this day.
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KEY POINTS
• Bees have evolved cooperative behaviors whereby a more profound collective
intelligence emerges by virtue of their instinctive interaction.
• Indigenous peoples fabricate their support structures using locally available
methods as a direct extension of their culture.
• As the professions of architect and landscape architect have become more
narrowly defined, their roles in the actual construction processes have
regressively diminished.
• Ant Farm staged artistic media events as a means of cultural influence.
• The Vermont Design-Build Movement merged entrepreneurship, material craft
and artistic expression into an immersive method of design.
• As soon as a complete square is drawn, it becomes static, dead
• The Jersey Devil pioneered in situ design-build. Originally seen as renegades,
partners Steve Badanes and Jim Adamson are noted leaders in participatory
design-build education.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN-BUILD IN ACADEMIA

The Bauhaus School of Design is the first model of the modern art school, founded
during the post-WWI German industrial revolution. Horrified by the atrocities of WWI,
architect Walter Gropius sought to embrace 20-century machine culture; harness
industry not for making implements of war, but toward betterment of social conditions
(Figure 4.1) In 1919, the state-run school was reorganized from the remains of the more
traditional School of Arts and Crafts in Weimar, Germany. The Bauhaus ( German - house
of building, or building school) was created in order to fuse art and industry, integrate
the artist and the craftsman (MacCarthy 2007).

Figure 4.1 - Cathedral, woodcut by Lyonel Feininger
cover of Bauhaus Manifesto (Gropius 1919)
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Established amid the chaos at the end of WWI, with German soldiers revolting
against their officers, the Russian Revolution of 1917, the German Revolution of 1918
and ongoing civil war between the monarchist right and socialist left, the Bauhaus'
utopian beginnings had a distinctly Marxist air (Davis 2010):

Let us create a new guild of craftsmen without the class distinctions that raise an
arrogant barrier between craftsman and artist. Together let us conceive and create the
new building of the future, which will embrace architecture and sculpture and painting in
one unity and which will rise one day towards heaven from the hands of a million
workers, like the crystal symbol of a new faith (Gropius 1919).
While the Bauhaus did not have an architecture department in the early years of
its existence, 'the building' was viewed as the convergence of art, craft and design
(MacCarthy 2007). Gropius trained under architect Peter Behrens who designed one of
the first modern industrial buildings, the AEG turbine factory (Figure 4.2); described as
a cathedral of work (Droste 2006). Behrens founded the Deutche Werkbund; composed of
leading handicraft companies and artists whose aim was the cooperation of art, industry

and crafts in the ennoblement of commercial activity by means of education, propaganda
and a united stand on pertinent questions (Waentig 1909). Gropius applied principles of
the Werkbund to the Bauhaus curriculum (MacCarthy 2007).

Figure 4.2 - AEG Turbine Factory, Berlin (1910) photo by rucativava (1999)
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Students first took a six-month basic course that involved painting and
experiments with form, then graduated into a three-year workshop where they were
trained my two masters; one artist, one craftsman (Figure 4.3). With the ultimate aim of
all creative activity being synthesis in 'the building', students were involved with
architectural building projects right from the start (MacCarthy 2007).

Figure 4.3 - Bauhaus curriculum (1923)
In response to the changing political atmosphere of the times, under influence
from the Russian avant-garde and influx of American capital, Gropius carefully adjusted
articulation of his agenda over the period of his tenure (Bookbinder 1997).

Collective architectural work becomes possible only when every individual,
prepared by proper schooling, is capable of understanding the idea of the whole, and thus
has the means harmoniously to coordinate his independent, even if limited, activity with
the collective work… [t]he solution depends on a change in the individual's attitude
toward his work, not on the betterment of his outward circumstances, and the
acceptance of this principle is of decisive importance for new creative work.
(Gropius 1923)
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INTRODUCTORY PROJECTS
The next three projects were short academic exercises given at a conference
entitled Designing/Building/Learning hosted by the Hammons School of Architecture at
Drury University. The organizers, Jori Erdman from Clemson and Robert Weddle from
Drury, advocate design-build in a pedagogic environment (Erdman and Weddle 2002).
Each team worked with a budget of $300.

Objects of Desire: A Cabinet of Curiosities or Guerrilla Architecture, a two-day
workshop given by Thomas Mical from the University of Oklahoma, facilitated
anarchistic behavior within a controlled setting. Early attempts at group coordination
were eschewed in favor of more direct multiple self-expression. Participants raided
dumpsters to procure interesting artifacts; then conglomerated these relics ad hoc
around an existing concrete superstructure (Figure 4.4). Rationale as to placement
emerged collectively. With its array of televisions tuned to the dead static, reminiscent of
Ant Farm, the totem functioned more as a temporal display than as a long-term amenity.

Figure 4.4 - Guerrilla Architecture (Erdman and Weddle 2002)
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Renga: A Collective Model of Design/Build, developed by Chris Taylor of the
University of Arizona, is a physical translation of collective Japanese form of poetry
written communally through a prescribed series of discrete contributions. Each
participant was allotted two 45-minute sessions scheduled over two days. As in the
poetry, individual contributors relate their portion of the linear composition to the
proceeding placement. Disjunctive linking is used as an operative mechanism. Two
adjacent insertions conceptually overlap to create an intelligible whole; however, three
may not. The continuous sculpture was designed as built, with no predetermined
outcome (Figure 4.5). The participating artists did not meet as a group until the panel
discussion that followed.

Figure 4.5 - Renga (Erdman and Weddle 2002)
This project has interesting scalar properties. Each participant submits to the
agreed-upon cooperative structure of the group, and is therefore allowed maximum
individual expression. Interventions are made in response to both man and landscape.
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The literally flexible construction system can adapt to most any landscape condition.
Duly restrained, the system encouraged responsiveness while fostering progressive
innovation. While very successful as a work of landscape art in this limited system, a
similarly expanded set of rules could be applied to building systems, or into models of
urban development; a very interesting cumulative approach (DeLanda 2006).

Syntactic Transformations: From Part to Whole, devised by Jeffery Poss from the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, examined alternative means of integrating
form and detail. The conventional procedure of designing from general to specific was
reversed; the details were generated first, then that conceptual DNA was propagated like
an architectonic organism responding to human touch.
A wooden folding chair acted as seed. The nature of the seed was examined; its
movement, structure, logic. The assemblage was dismantled, reassembled, broken down
again, reconfigured. Its constructive rationale formed the basis for a language, genetic
code implied. The form and scope of the assembly were then mocked up in a preliminary
experimental model. The full-scale transformation was then assembled (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6 - Syntactic Transformation (Erdman and Weddle 2002)
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This study was successful at many levels. While highly sculptural, the chair's
original nature was not lost, rather elaborated. The methods and materials were kept
simple, allowing multiple designers continuous experimentation throughout the process.
Instead of a strict linearity of additions, the open-source development network
allowed for subtractions and improvements as and where needed. The use of a study
model was logistically very sensible. Trial assemblage facilitated examination of complex
connections. A large model accommodates the hands of many participants. This project
closely approximated the self-organizing process toward incremental accumulation of
complexity found in nature via propagation of DNA (Dawkins 1976, 1986, 2004, 2009).

Minimal MAXIMUM: A Figural/Functional Move in the Landscape: Conceptual
Responses for Making a Useful Construction in an Urban Space marks my first
experience with design-build as an instructor, while co-teaching a third-year design
studio with Michael Berk and Kimberly Brown at Mississippi State University College of
Architecture, Art + Design in Fall 2005. Students formed four-member teams. Each team
selected an outdoor location adjacent to the School of Architecture, where they were to
design a site-specific figural/functional construction having spatial implications toward a
larger context. The insertion was to work as an isolated artifact as well.
The material palette was limited: (1) 4x8 sheet of 1/2” plywood, (6) 8’ 2x4s, (6)
bags concrete mix, plus a $60 budget for miscellaneous items. The concrete element had
to be pre-cast, and retain a presence above ground. The one-month design development
schedule prescribed a design-before-build approach; with plans, study models, computer
models, cost estimate, half-scale shop drawings and a full-scale cardboard mockup
required prior to breaking ground. More commonly referred to as the bench project, this
exercise served as several students' first experience with hands-on construction.
While the available materials and development sequence were regimented, it was
interesting to see how the various groups organized themselves. Levels of rigor and
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acceptable quality varied; more equivalent levels of commitment tended to produce
better results than those by groups with a wider variance. The limited material palette
helped minimize expenses to some extent. Each team was reimbursed $200, but many if
not all spent more. One group extended their resources by laboriously compressing earth
blocks using a Cinva-Ram (Figure 4.7). Many groups cast huge monoliths of concrete,
some adding pre-mix out of their allowance (Figure 4.8). Most teams designed a sitespecific piece. On a few occasions, the solution evolved such that the final placement was
adjusted from the originally intended location, or simply shifted away for others' work.

Figure 4.7 - Compressed earth block from site (ASK 2005)

Figure 4.8 - Cantilevered wedge (ASK 2005)
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The most successful projects were the ones with the most development along the
way, especially where detail refinements influenced radical transformation of the whole.
In this light, the shop drawings and cardboard mockup were less helpful. The shop
drawings required a greater level of precision than a typical un-built studio project, but
the full-scale cardboard model obscured the nature of the materials. In hindsight, quick
usketches, one relatively large scale study model built from a representative kit of parts,
and then proceeding directly into construction might have better facilitated the flow of
integrated design-build.
It might have been interesting to try a more randomized team development
strategy; pair-up, collaborate, regroup, review, re-pair, repeat as needed. A four-person
team could reshuffle three times, or dynamics of such random pairing could be used to
determine the teams themselves.
The following case studios represent only a sampling of the pedagogic design-build
programs and organizations currently available. Other noted university curriculums
include; Louisiana Tech University, Studio 804 at University of Kansas, University of
North Carolina at Charlotte, Cranbrook Academy of Art, Yale University, Clemson
University, University of Oregon, University of Michigan, Woodbury University and
Southern Polytechnic State University (Carpenter 1997, Hurley 2009).
The non-profit architecture firm Design Corps (www.designcorps.org) allows
students to work in summer toward academic credit from their own universities (Bell
2008). Several universities have joined together in resource-sharing networks, such as
the BaSiC Initiative, a collaboration between Portland State University and University of
Texas at Austin School of Architecture that focuses on housing, schools and community
services in central Mexico. (www.basicinitiative.org)
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CENTER FOR MAXIMUM POTENTIAL BUILDING SYSTEMS
CMPBS is a non-profit education, research and demonstration organization
specializing in life cycle planning and design (Figure 4.9). Gail Vitorri and Pliny Fisk III
co-direct this sustainability think-tank, advocating green building and providing council
to such entities as the US Department of Energy and the US Department of Defense.
In 2002, CMPBS worked with the University of Texas at Austin to develop a
submission for the initial Solar Decathlon competition, in which teams from various
schools converge on the Mall in Washington DC to erect a temporary village of selfsufficient dwellings complete with income-producing space and electric cars. As a
volunteer, I was introduced to the concept of Open Building Systems, a systems-oriented
approach in which construction is modular and reconfigurable, extending its useful
lifetime. Our kit of parts included Unistrut® components and a specially insulated
Airstream® travel trailer, capable of sequestering thermal extremes as needed. About
half of the space is open-air pavilion. The whole assembly was constructed, disassembled,
rebuilt, disassembled and rebuilt again as a functional workplace.

Figure 4.9 - The Center, photo by Through the Lens courtesy CMPBS (2004)
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YESTERMORROW

Every designer should know how to build, and every builder should know how to design.
(www.yestermorrow.org)
Founded in 1980 by John Connell, who moved to Vermont to work with Dave
Sellers, this school provides a setting where homeowners, architects, students and
others can come to learn many different aspects of the design-build process, perpetuating
the foundational values of Prickly Mountain: 1) independence, 2) learning through the
construction process, 3) making buildings as a form of artistic expression. Many of the
practitioners who started their careers at Prickly Mountain participate in public
programs and teach classes there (Carpenter 1997, Cohen et al 2008).
One of the finest examples of the Vermont design-build tradition is the house
known as Waitsfield 10 (Figure 4.10). Developed as a series of learning exercises over a
16-year period, the building demonstrates a spatial progression from very enclosed to
open frames and lattice. A conceptual cube is rotated, elongated using box beam
technology (Figure 3.17) and then dissolves. The building's architecture implies
incompletion (Figure 3.20); a place more about means than ends (Cohen et al 2008).

Figure 4.10 - Waitsfield 10, photo by Gary Hall
courtesy John Connell (Cohen et al 2008)
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HOWARD S. WRIGHT NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN/BUILD STUDIO

Starting with the idea that, as architects, our client is the whole society, and that
community outreach is a key component of education, these small-scale communitybased design/build studios emphasize: (courses.be.washington.edu)
• Collaborative, consensus design experience
• Learning-by-doing and real-world design
• Development of communication skills
• Redefinition of values - community service / commitment
Under the direction of Steve Badanes, University of Washington Department of
Architecture students have been working with non-profit organizations to develop
community outreach projects in the Seattle region since 1988. The participatory studio
is a popular elective, with some students even migrating to Seattle specifically to work
with Badanes. One project per year is focused upon; teams often return to sites of
previous work. With an emphasis on commonplace materials, simple methods and local
culture, collaborative creations emerge from their community’s roots.
Communal gardens are a recurrent urban theme, each hosting a patchwork of
lovingly tended plats (Figure 4.11). Site-specific responses often make use of unused or
abandoned structural elements as a basis of organization, such as the ring of concrete
columns supporting the leaf-like roof of the Bradner pavilion. Students hand-laminated
the central curved spine of the pavilion by building up layers of lumber (Figure 4.12).

Figure 4.11 - Bradner entrance (1999)
photo by Steve Badanes courtesy ND/BS

Figure 4.12 - Bradner pavilion (2000)
photo by Steve Badanes courtesy ND/BS
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To a certain extent, Badanes exemplifies an under-the-radar approach. The
building code pertinent to Noji Commons, located on land set aside by developers in the
center of a residential cul-de-sac, required a building permit for any construction with
over 200 square feet of roof area. The team smoothly proceeded from design into
construction by proposing two 190 square foot canopies connected by a relatively
extensive open arbor (Figure 4.13).
One should not assume that such skirting of rules facilitates placement of any
shoddy construction. The studio is after all an architectural design laboratory (Figure
4.14). Badanes has a solid working relationship with local government authorities
(Badanes and Adamson 2007).

Figure 4.13 - Noji Commons (2004)
photo by Steve Badanes courtesy ND/BS

Figure 4.14 - Highland Gardens (1998)
photo by Steve Badanes courtesy ND/BS

Relations with local unions are more transitional. Badanes' class was ready to
build an innovative off-grid open-air market hub at the Brightwater wastewater
treatment plant. Local authorities were enthusiastic. Materials were on site. Steve's
partner Jim arrived from Miami, tools in hand. But the local union shut it down. Free
volunteer labor would not be tolerated. The community-oriented proposal remains under
consideration, however. Public attitudes and political priorities change. The market hub
could become a reality at some point in the future.
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Innovation is encouraged in this energetic design-build setting, as seen in the funto-build lamella vault of the Sunhouse at the Arboretum in Seattle (Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15 - Sunhouse at Seattle Arboretum (2005)
photo by Steve Bandanes courtesy of the Neighborhood Design/Build Studio

Everyone involved with the project benefits from it. Students work with real
clients and learn about building… Community-based design/build studios demonstrate
the power of commitment, the value of service to others, and the lasting satisfaction of
group achievement (Badanes 2008).
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RURAL STUDIO

The Rural Studio is to enable each participating student to cross the threshold of
misconceived opinions to create/design/build and to allow students to put their
educational values to work as citizens of a community. The Rural Studio seeks solutions
to the needs of the community within the community's own context, not from outside it.
Abstract ideas based upon knowledge and study are transformed into workable solutions
forged by real human contact, personal realization, and a gained appreciation for the
culture. (www.ruralstudio.org)
Founded by Samuel Mockbee (1944-2001) and D.K. Ruth (1944-2009) in 1993,
this internationally admired outpost of the Auburn University School of Architecture
provides community-oriented education in an immersive environment (Mockbee 2000).
Located in one of the most impoverished counties in the nation, halfway between the
Auburn campus and Mockbee’s home in Canton, Mississippi, the intensive program
emphasizes social responsibility. Students learn to provide a decent community for all

citizens, building low-cost homes and community service facilities (Figure 4.16) in a
relatively informal context situated far enough from the main university campus that
other college-oriented distractions are minimized (Mockbee 1998).

Figure 4.16 - Akron Boys and Girls Club II,
photo courtesy of the Rural Studio (2007)
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Andrea Oppenheimer Dean, who along with noted architectural photographer
Tim Hursley published Rural Studio: Samuel Mockbee and an Architecture of Decency in
2002, interviewed Mockbee in early 2001:
DEAN: This is the Rural Studio’s eighth year, and it has built more than 13
projects. Why haven’t other schools adapted the model for their own use (Dean 2001)?
MOCKBEE: I don’t think the 100-plus architecture schools across the country
realize how alike each program is, how interchangeable their curricula and faculty are.
I’ve spoken at most of them. The faculty are usually all dressed in black. They all seem to
say the same things. It’s all become redundant and very stale, unimaginative. What’s
ironic is that you hear professors talk about how out of the box we need to be, how risktaking is part of being an architect, yet the faculty is often guilty of sitting on their hands.
If architecture is going to nudge, cajole, and inspire a community or to challenge the
status quo into making responsible environmental and social-structural changes now and
in the future, it will take the subversive leadership of academics and practitioners to
keep reminding the students of architecture that theory and practice are not only
interwoven with one’s culture but have a responsibility for shaping the environment,
breaking up social complacency, and challenging the power of the status quo.
The Rural Studio is not an easy curriculum to run. It’s a 24/7 obligation. During
the week, I’m in Newbern living with students in a house built in 1890. If you’re going to
do this you gotta pack your bags, kiss your wife good-bye, and go to war. If you’re not
willing to do that, at least get out of the way and let the rest of us march on through.
Undergraduate students may apply to participate at two levels. Entire third-year
classes work together on a group project that is usually carried over to subsequent
terms. Teams of three to five senior students develop joint thesis projects, the
construction of which traditionally continues for a year or so past commencement
ceremonies. Graduate-level students may participate in an outreach program. Project
types include residential (Figure 4.17), public facilities (Figure 4.18), park
infrastructure (Figure 4.19) and ecclesiastic (Figure 4.20).
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Figure 4.17 - $20K House (ASK 2007)

Figure 4.18 - Animal shelter (ASK 2007)

Figure 4.19 - Perry Lakes (ASK 2007)

Figure 4.20 - Antioch Baptist (ASK 2007)

Citing Whitman, Mockbee contended that the most obscene word in the English
language is exclusion, as in exclusion from a country club or a gated community, or from

the democratic process (Mockbee 2000). The main purpose of the Rural Studio is to seek
how architectural practice might be challenged with a deep democratic purpose of

inclusion; where architects stand for solutions that service a community's physical and
social needs, and not just the complacent status quo.
Envisioning a world wherein science is informed by the arts and vice versa;
Mockbee held that in order to reach our highest achievements, it is equally important

that the arts and sciences have access to the same democratic values, freedom of
expression and moral sense (Mockbee 2000).
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American Public Media's Speaking of Faith recently featured Mockbee's legacy in
an hour-long broadcast, Rural Studio: An Architecture of Decency (Tippett 2007). In an
interview with journalist Krista Tippett, current director Andrew Freear echoed the
balancing of art and science, elaborated upon the studio's ongoing search for low-tech

sustainability with a small-s, with an emphasis on simplicity over the latest in
technological advancement. Toward a goal of zero maintenance architecture, indigenous
Southern solutions are thoroughly analyzed, critically abstracted, materially
investigated, evaluated in terms of performance and fine-tuned (Figure 4. 21). In an
informative lesson cycle, students learn from mistakes and make corrections.

Figure 4.21 - Simplified eave detail (ASK 2007)

I'm talking about improving life here on earth... Because it's important that it
becomes bigger than one person. Because if it stays on one person, then it won't live after
that living imagination is gone, one way or the other, then the whole thing would die. So
it has to move onto itself, so that's really the next sort of step in the evolution of things.
- Samuel Mockbee (Mockbee 2001)
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KEY POINTS
• The aim of the Bauhaus was a synthesis of all creative activity in 'the building'.
• Short-term design-build collaborations allow groups to quickly experiment with
various experimental development strategies.
• Anarchistic collaborations have some tendencies toward self-organization.
• Sequential organizations emphasize linkages across time.
• A conceptual seed may be logically transformed to suit new criteria.
• An integrated design-build approach accommodates continual refinement.
• Open building systems are modular and may be reconfigured as needs change.
• Design-build schools merge artistic expression with technology.
• Community outreach is a key component of education.
• All citizens, rich or poor, deserve a decent community.
• Science must be informed be the arts and vice versa.
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CHAPTER 5
DESIGN-BUILD WORKSHOP

Atlantic Center for the Arts is a nonprofit, interdisciplinary artists' community
and arts education facility dedicated to promoting artistic excellence by providing
talented artists an opportunity to work and collaborate with some of the world's most
distinguished contemporary artists in the fields of music composition, and the visual,
literary, and performing arts. Community interaction is coordinated through on-site and
outreach presentations, workshops and exhibitions. (www.atlanticcenterforthearts.org)
Atlantic Center for the Arts is a non-profit art incubator located in New Smyrna
Beach, Florida. Founded by painter, sculptor and environmental activist Doris Leeper in
1977, the facility features a village of media, painting, recording and dance studios,
library, shop, gallery, theatre, amphitheatre, master artist cottages, associate artist
housing and commons (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 - Atlantic Center for the Arts, photo by Chuck Choi courtesy ACA (2000)
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Every season the center hosts a session with three master artists, usually one
visual, one literary and one choreographic; although occasionally a trio of masters from a
common field are invited. Associate artists apply to participate in a three-week residency
program where they are afforded the opportunity to study directly with their significant
living role models.
After encouragement from CAA+D Associate Dean Jane Greenwood, I applied to
participate in Residency #122, wherein I worked with master design-build guru Steve
Badanes (Badanes and Adamson 2007). It was Badanes' lecture at the MSU School of
Architecture in 1986 that first introduced me to integrated design-build. With a bone pile
of leftover construction materials and a miscellaneous expense budget of $2,500, our
team of eight set out to collaboratively decide what to build and then build it. Associates
working with poet Marie Ponsot and composer Kyle Gann provided the design-build team
with insights, inspiration and other provocative departures along the way.

The arts center site encompasses 67 acres, most of which is preserved as
wetland. Our construction site was selected to strategically extend the ACA complex into
an area designated for future growth, northeast of the existing facilities (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2 - Atlantic Center for the Arts site plan by Will Miller Architect (2007)
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Our team was composed primarily of artists, much to Badanes' delight as he
normally works with groups of architecture students. Russian-born Inna Babaeva
creates futuristic assemblages and immersive video installations in New York City.
Minimalist sculptor Ralph J. Provisero works with steel and reclaimed materials in
Miami. Art consultant John Landon travels the world erecting exquisite blown-grass
installations by the renowned Dale Chihuly. We were joined by recent architectural
graduate and prolific inventor David Callison as well as Susan Buzzi, a film-only
photographer and gallery curator from Miami. I was admitted as an architect and kinetic
sculptor. We were also very fortunate to be joined for a portion of the time by Badanes’
partner in The Jersey Devil, Jim Adamson of Miami.

Available resources included leftover materials from the recent construction of
the art gallery; treated posts and lumber, galvanized hardware, 1x6 cedar siding and a
generous supply of never-used plywood hurricane shutters (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3 - ACA bone pile, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)
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COLLABORATIVE EXERCISES

Orientation was postponed by a day as one associate artist arrived late. In order
to foster group ownership, we waited until all participants were there before beginning
our collaboration. After we introduced ourselves, Steve randomly split us into two
groups. Our first assignment was to make a list of all the potential benefits of working as
a group. We met for thirty minutes, and then reconvened. Each team took turns offering
advantages while Steve wrote them down on a huge pad of newsprint (Figure 5.4). Steve
credits this entertaining orientation exercise to Joel Loveland (Badanes 2006). The lists
were posted for reference throughout the 3-week workshop (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.4 - Group orientation, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)

Figure 5.5 - Our lists, posted for later referral as needed (ASK 2007)
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Potential benefits (+) of group participation were listed as follows:
1) MORE IDEAS
2) SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION
3) MORE PRODUCTION
4) WHOLE IS GREATER THAN THE SUM OF THE PARTS
5) EXPLORE OUTSIDE COMFORT ZONES
6) DIVERSE SKILLS
7) SPEED
8) POSITIVE ENERGY
9) MORE FEEDBACK
10) MORE WO(MAN) POWER
11) FUN
The groups were then shuffled and we went off to discuss the potential downsides
(-) of group projects. Thirty minutes later:
1) DIFFICULT TO FOCUS
2) PERSONALITIES & EGOS
3) COMPETING IDEAS
4) INFLEXIBILITY (of GROUP MEMBERS)
5) COMMUNICATION
6) DIFFERENT WORK ETHICS
7) SLACKERS
8) DIFFERENT AESTHETIC STANDARDS
9) DIFFERENT QUALITY STANDARDS
10) TIME FACTOR
We reshuffled to discuss potential strategies toward optimizing the potential
advantages of group work, while minimizing the downsides. After an hour or so we
reconvened and posted our emergent collaborative "SOLUTIONS":
1) ESTABLISH MUTUAL RESPECT
2) FLEXIBILITY (w/out CHAOS)
3) COMMITMENT to the basic goal
4) WILLINGNESS to LISTEN
5) EMBRACE DIVERSITY
6) GROUP OWNERSHIP of IDEAS
7) MANAGEMENT of GROUP SIZE
8) ACKNOWLEDGE LIMITS
9) DISTRIBUTION of RESPONSIBILITY
10) PRODUCTION of a PLAN
11) GROUP RELEASE
12) ESTABLISH A SCHEDULE
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Programming began that afternoon. We reassembled in our previous sub-groups
(which in hindsight may have been less randomly distributed) and began developing
consensus on our ideas toward the building's program. Based upon the initial description
of a writer’s retreat, all participants agreed upon a multi-level (two-story or split level)
configuration with a more private realm above. In consideration of the natural beauty of
the site, we all sought to include a gathering area for a small group. Our future
construction was to be situated on a curve along a planned boardwalk, so we thought it
might be good to integrate that curve into the entry sequence and social space. For
privacy, we programmed a solid wall to be between the social space and the circulation
spine. And we all wanted a semi-enclosed perch, a crow’s nest up high to enjoy the breeze
while admiring the view across the Mangrove hummock. We adjourned for the evening to
contemplate our ideas about site, program, structure, materials, image and poetics.

Concept generation began spontaneously. As documented in the beginning, one of
the potential pitfalls of working as a group is that people will naturally have different
work ethics, differing aesthetic and quality standards. Rather than attempt to dictate
equal participation among the entire group, Steve and Jim approached the collaboration
with a more informal attitude. Those associate artists who were most interested in
collaborative design self-organized into the core design-team.
Sculptors Ralph, Inna and I set up workspaces in our shared studio and continued
to discuss the design potential while working on individual projects late in the evening.
Jim and Steve dropped by on occasion. The next morning after breakfast, we began
development of the actual project. John and his friend Ed proceeded to clear the site
while the rest of us discussed our thoughts as to how to best meet our programmatic
goals. David envisioned an unfolding box, while Ralph leaned toward something more
formal, with massive columns. Inna had no major preferences, nor did Susan. I tried to
convey an idea about the interweaving of a signature rhythm at multiple scales, but such
a notion is more akin to a developmental algorithm than a space-making concept. That
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afternoon, all the Associates studying with the three Master Artists gave presentations
in the theatre. Overall, we didn’t get very much design work accomplished that day, but
it was most interesting to see everyone else's work: establish mutual respect collaborative solution #1 (Figure 5.5).
That evening we were more productive. David hung around for a while to work on
his unfolding box idea. Ralph was extruding a curved form, elevating it on stout piers.
Inna stitched fluorescent orange construction flags into another piece. I had set a
personal goal to create one mobile every day, so I made an abstract honeybee out of
stained glass and copper. Around midnight, Ralph and I discussed his work in progress.
He was trying to develop a public-private dichotomy based upon adjacency to the
boardwalk. I saw an opportunity to mirror the walkway curve in his plan to create a
crescent shape, which could be interpreted as an inverted boat hull, or a giant leaf.
Symmetry along that particular axis didn’t reinforce Ralph’s open side/closed side
concept, so he rejected it. I borrowed his single-curve concept and diverted off with my
newfound double-curve concept in another study model. We constructed a small village of
study models (Figure 5.6), but the next morning Steve was disappointed… "We don’t

really like these things to turn into a design competition, unfortunately they usually do."

Figure 5.6 - Chipboard study models, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)
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The individual model’s authors presented their schemes. All the proposals had
merit. But all were too complicated to complete within the allotted time. Steve brutally
critiqued my proposed sunken seating area with multi-media wall as an awful space. Its
elevated screen porch was seen as too ambitious. But overall, everyone liked the inverted
boat hull leaf form enough to accept it schematically. Steve's Neighborhood Design/Build
Studio had had pleasant experience building similar configurations (Figure 4.12).
Next we made variants of the common scheme: embrace diversity - solution #5
(Figure 5.5). Ralph and Inna produced two relatively detailed models together,
minimalist versions of the elevated porch. Susan and I experimented with rhythmic
layering of enclosure elements while David rendered a color site plan. Ralph and Inna
were able to reduce the complexity of the design while articulating public and private
zones with elegant quark symmetry, similar in nature to a spiraling yin-yang symbol.
The final iteration featured a translucent roof. Model and plan were presented the
following day, and were warmly received by all: production of a plan and group

ownership of ideas - solutions #10 and #6 (Figure 5.5) as illustrated in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7 - On-site presentation, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)
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Informal social gatherings such as this occurred frequently, extending our
network of participants. One such guest, noted photographer Bill Sanders, had
researched the flora and fauna of the local bottoms ahead of time and invited us to join
him in his nightly excursions, where we discovered many amazing creatures. Informal
diversions such as this acted as group release (i.e. relaxation) - solution #11 (Figure 5.5).

Construction of the structure model enabled our group to collectively explore the
agreed-upon configuration; management of group size - collaborative solution #7 (Figure
5.5). We constructed a 1”=1’-0" scale model to resolve the structure (Figure 5.8). Wood
for the model was ripped from the cedar used on the actual pavilion. Trusses for the
model were fabricated using a custom jig. We only represented the framing system, no
decking, lathe or roofing indicated (Figure 5.9). Based upon our experience with the
structural model, we later revised some of the details such as rafter extensions. Our
structural model was well received so we moved right into building; commitment and

establish a schedule - solutions #3 and #13 (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.8 - Many hands, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)
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Figure 5.9 - Structure model, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)

We produced few drawings. Steve sketched a simple bypass construction diagram
(Figure 5.10). Jim and I studied the plan on computer in order to work out the geometry.
We measured directly from CAD to make cuts and a full-scale template (Figure 5.12).

Figure 5.10 - Our one construction drawing, courtesy ACA gallery (3/9/2007)
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CONSTRUCTION
Steve used a bottle of water for the groundbreaking ceremony. He splashed a tiny
bit into each of the four compass points. Our surroundings were fairly homogenous, so
this ritual did subtly delineate our work area in terms of prevalent breezes, morning and
afternoon sun; acknowledge limits - collaborative solution #8 (Figure 5.5).
Commonplace methods of construction allowed us to get construction under way
quickly. The more complicated details were resolved in the field, once the other various
components were in place: flexibility - collaborative solution #2 (Figure 5.5).

Tools were kept simple. Most of the power tools we used at the job site were less
expensive models designed for average consumers rather than commercial grade (Figure
5.11). Connections were generally made using means that could be removed and
reattached as needed. Bolts and screws rather than nails were used. Cordless screw-guns
are more convenient to work with and much safer than pneumatic nail-guns. The most
popular power tool was the cordless impact driver that, unlike a regular drill/driver,
engages an effective impact mechanism when a certain degree of resistance is
encountered. Modern screw technology therefore simplified our task as well as
facilitated potential addition, alteration and dismantlement for recycling in the future.

Figure 5.11 - Job site worktable, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)
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Truss fabrication was performed in the art studio, allowing us to work on the roof
day and night while the foundation was being placed; distribution of responsibility collaborative solution #9 (Figure 5.5). Using string and a nail to set the radius, we laid
out a full-scale plan diagram on the studio floor (Figure 5.12). Once the largest truss was
built to fit the plan, it was then utilized as a template for the remaining smaller variants.

Figure 5.12 - Full-scale template, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)

Foundation piles consisted of some marine-grade cut-off scrap found locally. We
staked the site and dug holes with an auger. The ground was so soft that a stiff rod could
be pushed in by hand to a depth of four feet. The gasoline-powered auger made for easy
work (Figure 5.13). Rather than premixing and pouring liquid concrete, an old-timer’s
method was employed to anchor footings. Dry concrete mix was poured in around the
piles. Water was added and mixed in by tamping with a rod. The piles were allowed to set
overnight. [NOTE: Old-timers probably also braced the tops of the piles as well.]
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Figure 5.13 - Setting piles, photos by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)

The next morning, the tops of the piles were cut off to the same height. A
chainsaw was used to notch ledges on either side of the piles. Some of the ledges had to be
offset sideways to accommodate variously misaligned piles. Using a plywood template to
set the angle, the 2x8 columns were sandwiched between the double 2x8 beam members,
then bolted to the beam and lag-bolted to the piles (Figure 5.14). Round-head carriage
bolts were utilized to facilitate tightening from one side using a pneumatic impact
wrench as well as to minimize the need for additional washers (Figure 5.10).
Once the deck was placed, it became much easier to move around the jobsite. The
deck height served as a work surface when standing on the ground (Figure 5.14). We
added an old set of temporary stairs from the bone pile to better access the platform.

Figure 5.14 - Deck with angled columns, photos by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)
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The prefab trusses were easy to install. Rather than framing individual rafters in
place along a ridge beam, we placed our series of preassembled collar-beam trusses at a
regular interval. We set temporary blocking at the proper height, carefully placed the
trusses by hand and anchored them with several deck screws (Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.15 - Setting the trusses, photos by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)

Along the north side of the pavilion, opposite the main platform, we attached
temporary bracing to the 2x8 columns with deck screws to improvise scaffolding,
screwing the walk planks down, too. We used ladders on the deck. The improvised
scaffolding was much preferred (Figure 5.16).

Figure 5.16 - Ad hoc scaffolding, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)
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For the sake of economy, we decided to rip our cedar 1x6s exactly in half
lengthwise and apply the lathe at 50% coverage (Figure 5.17). Each half of the roof was
gently curved, intersecting along a crescent-shaped skylight.

Figure 5.17 - Cedar lathe, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)

Roofing selection was based upon availability and ease of handling. Polycarbonate
glazing was available at the local Home Depot, along with a full line of trim. We chose the
tinted version (Figure 5.18). The lightweight material was easy to cut to fit as needed.

Figure 5.18 - Polycarbonate roofing, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)
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The roof itself seemed to act as a magnet for the more opinionated participants.
Arguments were not uncommon. Steve had valuable experience with such behavior and
knew better than to intervene, "They eventually work it out amongst themselves. I just

let ‘em go." (Badanes and Adamson 2007). Following Badanes' example, I steered clear of
the squabbles as well. I recognize that I could potentially have participated in meaningful
dialog, but from my perspective there were more than enough people demanding others
as to what to do; little if any actual collaboration was occurring. Instead, I sought out
unique conditions that required special attention. Anticipating what hardware would be
needed for the next task, I procured and installed them solo.
Exactly how to resolve the roof taper was left unresolved on the structure model.
I decided to lay up solid lathe of cedar and clad the curvaceous form with thin copper
flashing and copper tacks (Figure 5.19). This custom detailing took significantly longer
than anticipated. Furthermore, my work area was inconveniently situated right above
the entry steps, where others needed unfettered access. When I finally finished detailing
the one end, we agreed to leave the other end more skeletal. Compositionally, this

incompletion of the square (re: Figure 3.20) felt very natural. As modernist architect
Mies van der Rohe quoted poet Robert Browning, "Less is more."

Figure 5.19 - Copper flashing (ASK 2007)
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The geometry of the roof form presented a unique configuration along the ridge as
well. After work on the roof was considered by most to be complete, I climbed up to see
what all the arguing had been about. I discovered very poorly crafted polycarbonate
ridge flashing in a place that had potential for excellence. In the traditional role of
architect, I would have insisted that the work be redone. In this case, where there was no
established detail to refer to, it seemed more appropriate to just make the corrective
measures myself. I took on the task of resolving the errant ridge.
Pre-molded ridge strips were flexible enough to match the curve of the ridge,
except that the angles by which the ribs intersected the actual ridge became increasingly
more acute as the ridge sloped toward the ends. The standard polycarbonate ridge trim
worked fine along the crest of the ridge and made for a nice linear skylight, but the ridges
on either side called for more finesse. The rolled copper flashing used previously was too
thin for this application; two strips of thicker sheet copper were obtained from a local
metal shop. The initial full-length ridge bends were applied using the shop's break-metal.
Preliminary fittings were held in place and the locations of roof corrugations
below marked in pencil. A custom crimping device was constructed out of scraps and
used to progressively crimp the curves (Figure 5.20). Additional measurements were
taken as needed. Once the trim's shape matched roof exactly, it was secured in place.

Figure 5.20 - Copper crimping, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)
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Finishing touches were designed in direct response to the space being created.
Ralph made a custom table from unused cedar timbers, integrating their adhesive stain
patterns into the design. I made a crescent-shaped copper mobile to take advantage of
the prevalent breezes across the top of the seating booth. The shadow patterns have a
soothing effect in the daytime (Figure 5.21). At night the polarized glazing glistens
spectacularly in the moon's glow while allowing the moon's light to pass through. Under
Badanes experienced guidance, we completed our work within the allotted three weeks,
and within our $2,500 budget (Figure 5.22)

Figure 5.21 - Informal gathering node (ASK 2007)
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Figure 5.22 - Professor Steve Badanes by the Pod (ASK 2007)
The opening ceremony featured poetry and musical performances. Inspired by
the construction, subsequent guests to the residency program have added impromptu
installations at other interesting spaces found nearby. During a recent return visit, one
young modern dancer choreographed a routine expressive of the place made (Figure
5.23). According to art center staff, the Pod continues to be a popular gathering place.

Figure 5.23 - Modern Pod dance by Ashley Sholtes (ASK 2008)
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SUMMARY
Badanes observes that beginning students do at least as well, if not better, at

group design than students with more studio experience, encouraging participatory
group experience as early in the educational sequence as possible; "Experienced"

students often bring more baggage to the process, which inhibits their creativity and
impedes common-sense problem solving and group cohesion (Badanes 2006).
In Badanes first attempt at a group design-build studio in 1983, competition was
used to decide what to build; resulting in enormous pressure on the winner complicated
by bitterness amongst the losers (Badanes 2008). By comparison, the consensus method
has resulted in more egalitarian designs that are more enthusiastically constructed.

Our focus is on finding common ground, setting agendas and priorities, and
managing time - all of which implies communicating more effectively (Badanes 2008).
I certainly wish I had participated in such a course early in my own education.
And if the amount of equipment and supplies I lugged to the 3-week workshop is any
indication (a full truckload), I arrived with possibly the most baggage of any participant.
As an architect, coming from a tradition that typically exalts being at the top in terms of
design leadership, maintaining a more egalitarian stance involved a sort of balancing act.
I tried to think of it as circling a dynamic center rather than seeking to be king-of-the-hill.
If the group agreed to utilize one of my schematic contributions, I then relaxed my input
a bit and let others more directly influence its development from there. There were
certainly situations were I would have preferred we take some other departure; but more
often than not, I preferred the collaborative solution to my own intermediate vision.
Our construction schedule was punctuated with social events, which boosted
everyone’s morale and increased our base of support (Figure 5.4). Members of the
community appreciated the opportunity see what we were doing, to become involved.
Sources of free materials were identified. Volunteers arrived with tools in hand.
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Figure 5.24 - Badanes and friends, photo by Nick Conroy courtesy ACA (2007)

In hindsight, these events were as integral to the constructive process as the
building materials, if not more so. From the free-spirited happenings of Ant Farm
(Lewallen and Seid 2004) and in situ camps of the Jersey Devils (Crosbie 1986), to the
more structured curricula of Badanes (Badanes 2008), Rural Studio (Dean and Hursley
2002, 2005) and others, event planning plays a key role in design-build collaboration.
Events are oriented toward a coming together of people and ideas; more than mere
materials. A structure evolves around the social assembly at the core. In that respect, I
may have unfortunately focused more on the physical product we were placing than the
social negotiation of the process. I could have been more involved, more willing to find
the center of an argument: willingness to listen - collaborative solution #4 (Figure 5.5).

We do everything as a group and learn to compromise. Sometimes we yell at each
other, but we learn to figure things out together. - Jen Stanton (Dean and Hursley 2002).
Concerning the final details, our group's time and resources could have been
better utilized. I just found it more efficient to bide my own time and consider the finer
points later, in a non-argumentative mode. But as I would soon rediscover, a little extra
effort exerted at the right time in the communication process can save significantly more
effort later on, when the time comes to wrap up the project's various loose ends.
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KEY POINTS
• Primary focus is on effective communication within the group.
• Arrangements were made for funding beforehand; site was pre-selected.
• Available surplus materials were inventoried prior to any design work.
• Introductory exercises were devoted to group orientation and team-building.
• General project parameters and building program were agreed upon via a
consensus process, where pros and cons are discussed; there is no voting.
• Schematic designs were developed in a less structured setting, by self-selecting
group members; interest and participation levels varied across the group.
• Design development merged ideas from across the group into common solution.
• The large-scale structure model allowed all participants to enjoy the immersive
experience of working on the same representation at the same time.
• Use of wood as primary material enhanced constructive flexibility.
• Connections were made with screws or bolts wherever possible.
• Roof structural elements were prefabricated, allowing division of labor.
• Complex details were resolved during construction.
• Finishing touches were devised in response to the newly created context; often
toward utilization of leftover surplus materials too precious to be thrown away.
• Social events extend the realm of participation and generate local support.
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CHAPTER 6
LOCAL DEMONSTRATION

The joy of building, in the broadest meaning of that word, must replace the paper
work of design. (Gropius 1923)
Starkville Parks and Recreation (SPR) maintains the city’s park system. Primary
emphasis is placed upon providing facilities for competitive sports, the centerpiece being
a sports center amidst acres of soccer fields and parking lot located on the opposite side
of town from the University. Starkville is surrounded by less developed land, with
extensive nature trails at nearby Noxubee Refuge; so less concern is demonstrated for
preservation of green space and linkage of natural habitat within the city limits. The
parks are very popular. There are paved walking tracks and fenced-in dog park.
A full-time director coordinates SPR's day-to-day operations. MSU landscape
architecture professor Pete Melby introduced me to SPR director Clark Roman, who I
approached in Fall of 2006 in hopes of facilitating a joint venture between the University
and the City. I proposed that SPR provide the land and pay for materials, while the
University would hopefully provide the labor, by means of college credit and insurance.
Clark was enthusiastically receptive, pledging material support in concept and
suggesting a site early on. For promotional purposes, I developed a schematic plan of a
pavilion complete with restrooms that yet-to-be-formed team might try to build. SPR's
executive decisions are made by a Board of Commissioners who volunteer their service.
SPR director Roman indicated that the board may act with greater autonomy than
enjoyed by most city departments; approval from the Board of Aldermen is not
mandatory for each decision made by the SPR board.
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At the time, our new University president was advocating a Leadership Minor at
the undergraduate level. In terms of encouraging University participation, I originally
framed our community-service work as part of graduate level Leadership Concentration.
Using an exponential growth strategy, I offered to act as organizer for a team of
participants who would then each potentially go on to organize other teams. I emailed an
outline of the proposal to various University powers-that-be, including MSU President
Foglesong, who responded personally via email:

After a little thought, I think you are on to something here. We have a leadership
cirr.(sic) study group working to establish a minor for the undergraduate experience. I
believe we should expand their charter and include your idea. Thanks for the idea.
- Doc Foglesong (August 2006)
Unfortunately, the Leadership minor was never enacted at a graduate level. Our
team agreed to proceed into the project as volunteers, without explicit University
support. I entered into a pro bono agreement with the SPR to facilitate a three-week
design-build workshop (Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1 - Banner (ASK 2007)
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A two-part contract is generally used for design-build undertakings. An initial
design agreement sets general parameters for a second construction agreement. The
design-builder may solicit bids from various sub-contractors, but general contractors do
not competitively bid to perform the work in the traditional sense. It is provisionally
agreed upon from the onset that the entity in charge of designing the project will also be
in charge of implementing the construction. Construction cost and fee is settled on in a
second agreement, which may or may not be entered into.
According to the Mississippi State Board of Contractors, a contractor’s license is
not required to bid on or build projects costing less than $50,000. This figure is well
above our original $2,500 budget, so we proceeded without a contractor’s license. While
SPR had allowed students to plant trees and spruce up their parks in the past, they had
no experience with our level of bottom-up demonstration. According to the boards, our
project fell below their minimum requirement for work to be publicly bid upon; so that
simplified the approval process. We were not compensated for our services, only
reimbursed for materials actually placed (Appendix C). Reimbursement was provided
about a month after full completion.

The junkyard site is located at the intersection of Whitfield Street and Avenue of
Patriots. Visible form Highway 12, the land was purchased by the City of Starkville to
prevent it from remaining an eyesore (Figure 6.2). The site was cleared except for a
concrete slab (Figure 6.3). The city tried to sell the lot but no buyers emerged. The
location was used as a recycling drop-off until neighbors complained. The City then
turned it over to SPR who added a stock playground and started a park (Figure 6.4). It is
certainly an ideal location for a multi-use pavilion.
In order to facilitate group ownership of our work, as advocated in Badanes'
workshop, I revealed and set aside the previously developed schematic plan that had
included restrooms. Out team agreed to simplify the program to simply a pavilion, but we
still incorporated the existing slab into our solution.
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Figure 6.2 - Junkyard on 2 March 1996, image USGS © 2010 Google

Figure 6.3 - Empty lot on 18 May 2004, image © 2010 Digital Globe © 2010 Google

Figure 6.4 - Park on 20 September 2007, image USDA © 2010 Google
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Our team was composed primarily of MSU architecture students. Ashley
Bankston and Matt Bowman were the initial recruits. Both are very talented hard
workers. Either could do most any task required. They worked particularly well together,
as they were a couple at the time. I feel their partnership helped to counterbalance my
elder status, and made for a more equitable team.
Jacques Murphree is an accomplished painter who worked in a photography
studio on campus. I met him through his older brother Murph, one of my closest
architectural schoolmates. Although he has no background in architecture, Jacques
diligently contributed more hours than any other person on the team.
Seniors Jason Blanks, Justin Parker and freshman Tripp Parker rounded out the
team. Justin was Matt and Ashley’s roommate. Tripp was an energetic worker I may not
have met if it were not for the project. We tried to recruit other architecture and
landscape architecture students, but in the end our team consisted of the same crew of
friends that were originally willing to participate.

Available resources at the time were limited to the $2,500 tentatively agreed
upon. This budget and our proposed three-week timetable were based upon the ACA
workshop model. We had a good supply of surplus materials to work with at the ACA. For
our project, we tried to maximize a relatively untapped local resource stream, collecting
initial raw materials from the Starkville-Oktibbeha County Landfill (Figure 6.5).
The landfill holds an abundance of salvageable construction materials. Rubbish is
sorted into metal, which is sold for scrap; non-metallic, which is buried; and tires, which
are forbidden to be placed in landfill in Mississippi. Old tires are set aside until they can
be properly disposed elsewhere. Household garbage is taken to a separate facility. The
dozer operators were a bit suspicious of us at first, and tended to operate their heavy
equipment wherever we happened to be looking for goods.
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Figure 6.5 - Rubbish awaiting landfill (ASK 2007)

As our start-up date approached, we accumulated a significant pile of usable
lumber (Figure 6.6). We found a few heavy timbers, but most of the pieces were 2x4s
about three feet long. Some of the finest wood, such as Oak and Poplar, had been used as
pallet material. Other than the slab our most significant material reclamation was a
dozen salvage utility poles, the result of two phone calls made almost as an afterthought.

Figure 6.6 - Reclaimed lumber (ASK 2007)
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COLLABORATIVE EXERCISES
Our group of friends formed informally, before we agreed to put together our
volunteer effort. We hoped to recruit additional members, so postponed collaboration
exercises until the scheduled start time. But much discussion and preliminary
conceptualization was inevitable. On one occasion, we experimented with series of folded
paper studies that we thought might be plausible as a structural system (Figure 6.7).

Figure 6.7 - Folded WIRED insert, photo by Matt Bowman (2007)

To recruit volunteers and foster input from the community before we began, we
put together a survey, using QuestionPro® online software, freely available for student
use through a partnership with MSU's Mitchell Memorial Library. We put up a banner
announcing the survey and design-build workshop, kicked off by a neighborhood
meeting. Attendees to the on-site neighborhood meeting were generally divided into two
camps. Young couples with kids were enthusiastically supportive. Older residents ranged
from being skeptical to enthusiastic opposition. The main criticism concerned our pile of
wood. The city had tried using the location as a drop-off site for recyclables before and we
thought that would be a good tribute to the junkyard; however, there was strong
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opposition to placement of dumpsters, so we agreed not to pursue them. Most everyone
indicated that playgrounds and pavilions were desirable park amenities. Walking tracks
and paved parking lots were requested. Skateboard parks drew the least favor.
Most people indicated preference toward a pavilion with restrooms in their own
neighborhood over two simpler pavilions in two neighborhoods. Most would prefer airconditioned male and female restrooms in their park instead of simpler facilities at more
parks. A few welcomed the possibility of native plant gardens and pervious paving.
Participants included SPR director Roman and youth activities coordinator Matthew
Rye, who is current director. The SPR board did not attend.

Orientation was finally conducted following the Loveland method that Badanes
had shared (Badanes and Adamson 2007). We generated a very similar set of lists
(Figures 5.5 and 6.51); but overall the exercise felt forced. Our team was already
acquainted. We just wanted to get started. We posted the lists on the job trailer with dry
eraser markers. The multi-colored markings became permanent almost immediately.

Programming was simple, almost implicit. We agreed on an open-air shelter that
could be experienced varying ways by groups of different sizes; no restrooms for now.

Concept generation was commenced at the project site the following morning. The
location of the existing slab determined our pavilion's footprint. We discussed the merits
of various orientations, symmetrical versus asymmetrical configurations. Our
preliminary agreement with SPR specified that electrical power be provided at the site
during the design stage. We needed electricity to build a structure model and to make
connection detail mock-ups. But the parks board refused to authorize power hook-up
until after they had approved the design. (As it turned out, the electrical feeder line
needed to be replaced.) We tried to test an interwoven lamella assembly that might have
worked well with our short pieces of wood, but handheld cordless tools were too
imprecise to cut scraps at consistent angles.
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Exacto® knives and Elmer's® glue didn't require electricity, so we limited our
investigation to drawings and small cardboard models. Everyone seemed to prefer
columns. A regular barrel with no columns was too enclosed and directional for our
purposes (Figure 6.8). Most everyone's sketches depicted an asymmetrical form with the
high side facing one street or the other. We had as yet to figure out how to support a thinshell vault while we constructed it, so our designs tended to resort to utilization of
trusses, which could have been fabricated on the slab, using a pattern in chalk.
Matt missed the morning session, so had not been able to investigate lamella
structure in collaboration until our afternoon session. We were in the process of
combining our two best truss configurations when he nudged the discussion from using a
series of trusses back toward development of a lamella shell. We then combined various
proposals into a solution that featured a row of low columns along the rear. We were
trying to figure out whether or not to slope the high-side row of columns. The shallow
vault on the incomplete model appeared to hinge on the back row of supports.
We started thinking about using the back row as a hinge during construction. But
hinging the assembly up to predetermined connection points presented another daunting
challenge. It would also have been difficult to keep the tall utility poles precisely parallel
(Figure 6.9).

Figure 6.8 - Rejected truss-vault (ASK '07)

Figure 6.9 - Early prototype (ASK 2007)
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After more experimentation, we decided to utilize a row of rotating pin
connections at a fixed interval along the rear. We figured we could hinge the shell into
position and then place the columns up to newly created attachment points more easily
than we could hinge the assembly it up to arbitrarily fixed points. We further agreed that
if the taller front columns were all skewed, then there is no way any could be seen as out
of line. The triangulated tree of support provides more rigidity than a planar row.
Hinging the shell assembly allowed us to construct most of the space-frame while
standing on solid ground. That evening we relocated to the studio and built another study
model to more accurately calculate the strut lengths and vault radius (Figure 6.10). In
order to achieve a more manageable thin shell, we used a lower camber arc rather than
the semicircular barrel vault of our sample strut. We decided to base our strut module on
new 8-foot treated 2x8s instead of our more plentiful 2x4 scraps, which reduced our
required number of connections significantly.
Five front support points matched our tentative configuration. The preliminary
structure was starting to look like a hand. The more random move is also reminiscent of
pungie-stick aesthetic sometimes employed by Mockbee Coker Architects during my
internship with them. The giant fingers rising up out of the ground became known as the

Hand of Sambo; from then on, Mockbee's influence became more explicit (Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.10 - Sun angle model (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.11 - Hand of Sambo (ASK 2009)
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Construction of the structure model took us about two days. To represent 2x8s in
the model, we ripped Oak pallet boards into !" strips. We established standard compound
cut angles and made an equal number of right-hand and left-hand versions. We fabricated
the shell hinged on one side to see how the whole assembly behaved (Figure 6.12). The
scale of our structure model was primarily determined by the size of the smallest bolts
we could readily obtain; 1 "" = 1'-0". We wanted to accurately represent every bolted
connection, typically two bolts at the center of each strut (Figure 6.13). In model, our
lamella assembly had a rigidity similar to a window blind before attachment to the hinge.
Connected along one side it held the form pretty well, while retaining flexibility at the
loose end. The tertiary bracing stiffened it all up considerably.

Figure 6.12 - Laminating shell (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.13 - Model detail (ASK 2007)

We did not represent the roof material itself in the model (Figures 6.14 and 6.15).
This was partially due to time, partially to scaling issues. At that point we only had two
and a half weeks left to build the actual pavilion. Accurate attachment of corrugated roof
panels would be difficult to represent at the scale of our model. Primarily, we wanted to
resolve those sorts of questions once the other elements were in place. All the wood used
for the model was reclaimed from the landfill.
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Figure 6.14 - Structure model (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.15 - Worm's eye view (ASK 2007)

The pinned hinge connections were represented with larger brass thumbscrews,
to accentuate them and also assist in preliminary investigations (Figure 6.16). We did
not represent the T-section of the rear steel supports. We considered continuous seat
backs in model, but we did not care for them visually; nor did we want them to be climbed
upon (Figure 6.17). Our final bench configuration was based upon some very long Poplar
pallet runners we had reclaimed from the landfill.

Figure 6.16 - Hinge connection (ASK 2007) Figure 6.17 - Continuous bench (ASK 2007)
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We positioned a scrap of Masonite® over the structure to get an idea of what it
would look like partially enclosed. Using new 2x8s, instead of scraps, took a huge bite out
of our $2,500 budget. We still had money set aside to purchase 12-foot long randomly
colored roof panels available for about 25¢ on the dollar, often referred to as deer camp
metal. We envisioned a patchwork quilt aesthetic with a few skylights.
Our team presented the design model to the parks board, where it was well
received. It was described as cute. While we weren't looking for that exact compliment, it
was sufficient. They appreciated the notion of reutilizing the slab, and liked how it
opened up toward the playground. We described how we had enough money left in the
budget to purchase deer camp metal. The board chairman asked how much more it would
cost to buy new paneling in a selected color. The estimated cost increase was $1,500. The
consensus was that they would be willing to consider the added expense, but they would
need to see how it would look before agreeing to it. As the second half of our design-build
agreement, the board agreed to fund the initial $2,500.
What we should have done was request the budget be increased to $4,000 then
and there, and decided upon the color for the new metal. Instead, I thought we actually
had enough time to experiment with quilting deer camp metal in an interlocking
diamond manner on the design model while we were building the pavilion. And perhaps
at some level, the shadows underneath the open frame model had become seductive.
The board finally authorized the connection of electrical power at the job site.
Once the official authorization was given, a worn-out feeder line was replaced amazingly
quickly. We replaced the broken faucet next to the water meter with a brand new one we
found at the landfill and got to work.
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CONSTRUCTION
I submitted a stamped three-sheet architectural set, which was updated if we
made any significant deviations along the way (Appendix A). The City did not charge us
for the building permit. The first submitted CDs depicted diamond-shaped edge brackets
to match the lamella geometry. This was later revised back to the more rectangular
configuration used on the structure model. (Figure A.4) The drawings were posted on the
job trailer, along with our lists (Figure 6.18). For relief from the sun, we set up a job tent
beside the power panel (Figure 6.19).

Figure 6.18 - Job trailer (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.19 - Job tent (ASK 2007)

Tools used were an assortment I had accumulated and inherited over the years.
We had a first aid kit in the job trailer. I also provided each team member with a pair of
polarized safety glasses. The slab became our outdoor shop. Every component of the
pavilion was crafted on site, except for the steel T-sections and brackets (bolts and
screws, sheet metal corrugations, etc.)
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Strut fabrication began before the foundation piles were placed. We used our
original prototype as the template. The curve along the top edge was gentle enough to cut
with a circular saw (Figure 6.20). Cutting a curve with a circular saw was one of
Badanes' favorite carpenter tricks during construction of the ACA Pod, except Steve used
a worm-gear saw; "All those guys on the West coast use a worm-drive."
Technically, the curvature of a diagonal lamella strut is very slightly elliptical.
The greater the radius of the vault relative to the strut length, the closer the curvature of
an individual strut approximates a circle. The radius of our vault is longer than that of
the sample strut from the Rural Studio's lamellas, so we could not just trace theirs. We
took the deviation of the vault radius from a segment constructed between the acute tips
of a perpendicular diamond bay, and applied that to the longer chord length along a
diagonal strut to yield the simplified radius via construction of a three-point arc. We
compared the outline of an ellipse to that of our truly circular arc and found the
difference between the two to be negligible, within the width of a saw cut. We therefore
decided to simplify our top arc to circular. The required radius was found to be 52' - 7
5/8"+/-. Tripp and I marked off a template on the floor of the vacant LA studio with a 100'
tape and a Sharpie. For the compound end cuts, we found that a consistent 38° face cut
at 5° from perpendicular (9°module) worked well enough (Figure 6.21)

Figure 6.20 - Curve cutting (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.21 - End cutting (ASK 2007)
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Drilling the pair of holes in each end of each strut was pretty easy. Routing the
pair of slots at each center of the struts was more difficult. We drilled the ends of both
slots all the way though. We set up a pair jigs to assist in routing out the wood in between
the holes (Figure 6.22). The bit was set to just over half the depth of the 2x8, and routed
along the guides from both sides. Our strut members are designed to maximize usage of a
seven-dollar 8-foot 2x8. We gave greater priority to economy and standardization than
we did to trying to size the strut unit to meet some arbitrary whole measure. We used
standard dimensions for both right and left-hand versions (Figure 6.23).

Figure 6.22 - Routing (ASK 2007) Figure 6.23 - Prefab struts (ASK 2007)

Foundation placement was quick, accomplished in two mornings. We didn't
schedule a groundbreaking ceremony. The pole crew was available the first work
morning and we had too little time to orchestrate an event. In hindsight, we should have
invited the parks board to ceremonially break ground with an assortment of shovels
spontaneously, right after the approval meeting. The utility groundmen expertly drilled
our slanted post poles with ease (Figure 5.24). We could have had a free bulldozer do
some rough grading, but the anticipated two-week delay was unworkable.
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Figure 6.24 - Setting the foundation poles (ASK 2007)
We set all the rear hinge columns first, in one morning. The day before, we sorted
through our supply of utility poles. We selected the best ones for the front columns and
chopped up the rest for use throughout. Some poles were green while others were brown,
so we lined them up in an alternating pattern across the back and sides. The rear posts
were also reinforced with soil cement tamped into place.
Our selected main columns and accessory supports went in a couple of mornings
later. Once the giant hand was placed, you could start to get a feel for the space we were
making. The pinkie and thumb posts were tamped in firm. The outer three digits were left
loose in their holes. We saved trimming the tops off the fixed columns until later. We
chose to represent a right hand, situated as if Mockbee were facing the university. The
largest, most gnarly pole was used to denote the thumb of the larger-than-life hand.
Since we needed the hinge row to build from, we made fabrication of the Tsections a top priority. Matt and Ashley made a prototype in his father's metal shop. It
worked fine so I prepped the rear piles with a chainsaw while they plasma-cut the rest of
the supports (Figure 6.25). The T-sections were made from W18 cut-off scraps bisected
diagonally. Sharp edges were ground down to soften them. The hinge pivot holes were
bored in the shop (Figure 6.26). Other bolt holes were field cut with an acetylene torch.
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Figure 6.25 - Slotting piles (ASK+ 2007)

Figure 6.26 - Aligning pivots (ASK 2007)

While Matt and Ashley fabricated the steel, Jason and I went ahead and bought a
trailer-load of deer camp metal. We had not had time to explore the potential patchwork
quilt effect nor any other roofing configuration in model. We figured shorter sheets would
be more manageable to place than custom full-width ones. We felt we really needed to see
and handle the shorter sheets in order to figure out how best to integrate them.
We laid out the first row of struts on an extra-long eye-level sawhorse. The first
time we tried to put it together, each successive connection we made seemed to require
more torque to maneuver into place. We decided to go purchase a hand-cranked cable
puller. The webbed nylon racketed device worked fine, but then we needed another one.
On the way to purchase the second crank we reconsidered our geometric
assumptions. We realized that although our half-struts may have all been made the same,
the local conditions differ. We measured off the model and found the problem. Half-struts
at the end need to be longer than those situated along the sides. So we made a new batch
for the back row, put them in and then all the struts fell together with no problems
(Figure 6.27). The struts were all equally straightforward to place after that. We
assembled regular components evenly out into space from a row of pin joints at fixed
interval (Figures 6.28 and 6.29).
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Figure 6.27 - First row of struts (ASK 2007) Figure 6.28 - Laying lamella (ASK 2007)

We bolted an extension to the inner 'pinkie' column (Figure 6.29). The larger
thumb pole was tall enough. Declining free use of Starkville Electric Department's pole
truck, we hand-cranked the vault almost into place (Figure 6.30). We borrowed two
hydraulic floor jacks from the nearby muffler shop to lift the assembly the last few inches
(Figure 6.31). We removed the legs from our oversize sawhorse and its horizontal
member became a temporary beam. We placed double 2x6 supports at either end along
with some diagonal bracing, and added the remaining struts to the assemblage. From
there we were able to cantilever out into space (Figure 6.32).

Figure 6.29 - Ready to hinge (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.30 - Hinged into place (ASK 2007)
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Figure 6.31 - Jack (ASK '07) Figure 6.32 - Cantilevering across the void (ASK 2007)

We wedged temporary horizontal spacers across the short span of some
diamonds, and also screwed continuous horizontal braces across the top of the network
near the edges. We built the frame out to points up near our columns, still loose in their
holes. We cut off and slotted the tops of the poles with a chainsaw and bolted smaller W12
T-section connectors between the poles and our space frame. Crusher run was then
tamped around each column. Portland cement was also washed in for good measure.
About this time we had spray-painted facsimiles of dear camp metal, but still
hadn't found the time to integrated them into the model. Unfortunately, the Masonite®
strips didn't really act like corrugated metal at the scale of the structure model. We
planned to experiment with the 12-foot roofing panels directly on the roof, work out
some kind of diagonal overlay pattern. As we finished attaching the front columns, we
learned that the parks board had decided to go ahead and commit to funding purchase of
custom color roof panels, except they needed more time to decide on the color.
Unfortunately, this occurred towards the end of week three.
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There are some attractive custom-colored roofs around town, but the only
standard-color green readily available was Fern Green. I found another panel distributor
with a broader selection of greens. I drove up past Sardis, Mississippi to procure a sample
closely matching the color of the Palmeiro Center, which the board chairman admired. I
took the flat piece of metal to a break-metal in a stock car shop in Aberdeen, Mississippi
where I folded it into a reasonable depiction of more finely ribbed residential panel, as
opposed to the higher ribbed panel used on warehouses. I also bent some custom trim.
While working out this detail, I reasoned that if custom color can be afforded, then an
equivalent investment in the under carriage ought to be considered. The final mock-up
included carefully folded corners and featured V-groove decking with a light green tint.

Roofing color was determined by the chairman's daughter. Comparing samples
from our purchased deer camp metal, already on site, she chose the only green we had;
Fern Green. Neither she nor her father ever even considered the custom eave mockup
(Figure 6.33). In any event, the green looks fine. The chairman requested his daughter's
assistance due to her eye for color. And as she pointed out, the dark green approximates
the color to the metal posts of the playground equipment.

Figure 6.33 - Eave mockup (ASK 2007)
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We knew a special metal order would take extra time. We knew that full-length
horizontal panels would be more difficult to handle. We welcomed the additional
investment, but we all felt strongly that the added layer of decking at least ought to be
considered. But the parks board would hear none of it. The decision had been made. The
board chairman said they could just come back and add the decking underneath the
framing later if they wanted to. That's when we knew we had to place the decking
ourselves. Decking belongs between the strut assembly and the roofing, reinforcing the
assembly. Suspending the decking beneath the framework would add load rather than
reinforcement, and would have been very difficult to properly detail.
Our team discussed the various options. We installed a small test area of decking
and decided we were going to include the T&G even if we had to raise the additional funds
ourselves (Figure 6.34). I made a series of kinetic sculptures out of fragments of
taillights and pottery found on the junkyard site to raise additional funds (Figure 6.35).

Figure 6.34 - In situ mock-up (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.35 - Fundraising art (ASK 2007)

We proceeded with placing T&G decking, because it needed to be there (Figure
6.36 and 6.37). We found a good deal on it, about a third of normal cost. The parks board
still wouldn't consider it. At that point, working relations broke down. We kept on
working. At this point, what other choices did we have?
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Figure 6.36 - T&G decking (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.37 - Late summer (ASK 2007)

We lost our momentum. Weeks turned into months. Volunteers who had
committed to three weeks had to move on to prior obligations. Early summer was
particularly rainy. Days in a row were lost to actual rain; then everything needed to dry
out good before we could proceed.
We sifted through the knots in our #2 T&G, situating all the cuts diagonally atop a
strut and running the wood long at the edges. The T&G boards were each stained
beforehand. We secured them with extra-long star-drive screw using cordless impact
drivers. It took longer to place the decking than it did to erect the entire frame.
After culling through the knots, we ended up needing one more small shipment of
decking. The full-width metal roofing had arrived by then, so we started putting it up.
With a solid deck to work on the 31-foot long sheets fell in place with relative ease. It was
possible for two volunteers to safely place a full-width panel. For sake of economy, we
used what few twelve-foot Fern Green deer camp panels we already had.
The tree-like network of tertiary bracing was worked out in the field. The
branching was devised to horizontally stabilize the assembly, and reinforce the eaves to
each side. As the lumber has weathered and settled in, three of these braces became a
little too bowed; we have replaced them.
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Finishing touches include using the strut template as a guide to trim the eaves
(Figures 6.38 and 6.39). The eave curves in plan are the same as the diagonal curves in
section. We utilized leftover template struts to form the concrete counter (Figure 6.41);
then recycled them again as framing for the commemoration plaque (Figure 6.45).

Figure 6.38 - Ragged edge (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.39 - Trimmed edge (ASK 2007)

Based upon our eave mockup, we ordered custom-folded trim. We tried a
crimping method to form the curve, but found that notches nestled together more cleanly
(Figure 6.40). The metal panels are laid on furring strips, reinforced along the edges.

Figure 6.40 - Edge trim (ASK 2007)
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An old stainless steel sink found at the dump was used as the form for an integral
sink (Figures 6.41 and 6.42). Several lengths of #4 rebar were extracted from the landfill
as well. J-bolts were set into the tops of two utility poles. Our aggregate included broken
glass; Heineken bottles are sometimes integrated into built tributes to Mockbee. Bottle
bottoms and necks were hand placed during the pour (Figure 6.43). A heavy-duty orbital
sander was briefly applied to the outside of the formwork to vibrate the mix.

Figure 6.41 - Recycled wood (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.42 - Concrete sink (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.43 - Embedded glass (ASK 2007)
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The break in the continuous bench was the result of mock-ups by Ashley and Matt
and much discussion. I was resistant to straying from the model at first; in hindsight, the
doorway it created it is one of the project's most interesting collaborative innovations.
We ended up using a good bit of the wood we reclaimed from the landfill,
primarily for blocking and temporary bracing. The long benches feature Poplar pallet
runners that were planed down and varnished (Figure 6.44). Screw holes are plugged
and sanded flush. The log stools were salvaged during one of the return trips taking
leftover salvaged materials back to the landfill.

Figure 6.44 - Seating along rear hinge connection (ASK 2007)
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The copper commemoration plaque evolved late in the process. In the design
model, we had indicated a wooden cooler rack beside the countertop; proposing it be built
of solid Oak pallet runners. Working the harder wood would have been time-consuming,
and we didn't really have enough good pieces of Oak anyway. Transforming the accessory
counter into a large commemoration plaque allowed us to document pertinent
information about the project, while maximizing materials we had on hand (Figure 6.45).

Figure 6.45 - Seating, plaque and countertop (ASK 2007)

I coined the pavilion's name. During my architectural internship, upon arrival at
Mockbee Coker Howorth Architects, Sambo would generally greet me by singing a little
ditty, "Spence-a-cola, hurray!" I typically found it too amusing to be able to sing anything
back, so I always replied with a more inquisitive, "Sambosa?" (And then he would often
request I purchase him a 10-ounce bottle of Coca-cola® from the machine in the hallway.)
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Two original test struts were used to form the sides of the information kiosk; a
remnant of plywood bent across them. Starting at the center with the letter B, stylized
lettering was sketched in pencil on the wood. The first veneer of plywood was then routed
away freehand (Figure 6.46). The inverted skiff form was then covered with a sheet of
copper. Seams were sealed with a lead-free solder, which can be applied more evenly on a
horizontal surface. Fortunately, bolted connections allowed for temporary removal of the
entire panel for soldering. A ball peen hammer was used to tap the title into the copper
(Figure 6.47). Lettering punches were used to add a textural dedication (Figure 6.48).

Figure 6.46 - Freehand routing (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.47 - Tooled copper (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.47 - Tooled copper (ASK 2007)

Figure 6.48 - Mockbee's mission (quote from Dean and Hursley 2001, photo ASK 2007)
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The opening ceremony was well attended (Figure 6.49). Members of the
community, the park administration, the university and the news media joined our team
in celebration (Figure 6.50).

Figure 6.49 - Opening day, photo by Matt Bowman (8/28/2007)

Figure 6.50 - Tripp, Ashley, ASK, Jacques, Matt; photo by Taze Fulford (8/28/2007)
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SUMMARY
Steve Badanes' partner in The Jersey Devil, Jim Adamson, made an interesting
observation during the list-making exercises conducted at the Atlantic Center for the
Arts workshop (Badanes and Adamson 2007): each random set of collaborators has a

different group dynamic, and yet each group lists essentially the same set of principles.
Following Badanes' Loveland method (Badanes 2006), our group generated a
very similar list (Figures 5.5 and 6.51). Most of the core ideals included at the ACA
workshop were listed. On the other hand, with our informal social network already in
place, our group sought ways to maximize our collaborative potential, build on our
positive 'we'ness. Reasoning we could entertain more dialog if we approached our shared
tasks from egalitarian positions, we set out to work as a decentralized multi-tasking
swarm (Miller 2007).

Figure 6.51 - Our original pros, cons and solutions lists (ASK 2007)
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All of us could work on most any aspect of the project. When we arrived at the job
site on a typical day, we would generally each figure out what needed to be worked on
and just start working on it. Many complex decisions were made collectively while we
worked together accomplishing specific tasks. We hardly ever argued. To a certain
extent, our construction technology reflected our distributed management; modular subsystems that could be implemented by two or three participants, placed or at least
readied independently of other work. With this self-selection, we hoped to maintain a
creative environment where our individual natural abilities could emerge, rather than
have specializations assigned.
An asset-based approach shifts focus from needs and deficiencies to strengths
and possibilities (Hendler-Voss 2008). Our team concentrated our efforts on the park site
based more on the potentials we recognized than on any expressed need or demand from
the public. We sought to maximize the potential of the place, available resources as well
as our emergent ability to work together as a team of creative guerillas.
We established design process protocols we hoped would help prevent our
informality from hindering our decision-making; keep us from becoming sidetracked
with too many idea, stuck contemplating what-if, what-if, what-if? For example, we
wanted to be able to consider each other's emergent ideas in a clear and effective
manner, so we made a pact to at least make a drawing or study model of any alternative
suggestions before attempting to introduce new ideas. While neither our group nor the
previous ACA group ever found the need to explicitly return to the posted lists, in our
group it was not uncommon to ask a colleague "Could you make a drawing or model of

that?" as he or she made elaborate gestures in the air over some imaginary composition.
The friendly atmosphere enhanced our short-term performance. We
accomplished common tasks in an efficient and enjoyable manner. But our laid-back
approach was less effective when it came to overall time management. While we worked
within a pre-determined time frame during the design charrettes, construction activities
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were less rigidly defined. If we agreed to start work at 8am and a team member showed
up at 10 or 11am, he or she was not chastised; for after all, he or she was a volunteer. No
one in our group particularly sought out to role of scheduler, or schedule enforcer. But it
would have been consistent with our distributed goals to have at least tried to schedule
our time collectively, in short meetings at the beginning and ends of each workday.
Our team formation was heavily influenced by the work at the Rural Studio and
Neighborhood Design/Build Studio. We were all particularly intrigued by the woven strut
lamella structural system that the students had utilized on the Hale County Animal
Shelter (Figure 4.18), Akron Boys and Girls Club II (Figure 4.16) and the Sunhouse at
Seattle Arboretum as well (Figure 4.15). The potential of building a structure as
interesting as a lamella vault functioned as a primary rallying point for us; we set out to
build a lamella structure, or if not, something even cooler than a lamella.
But mimicking an evocative structural system does not necessarily equate to
complete assimilation of two entire, and rather exceptional, academic programs. Our
endeavor really only barely scratched the surface in terms of community outreach.
However, our team did not operate from within the same participatory academic culture,
backed by an extended network of support. We only had access to their examples. We
had to improvise our own means of support, directly for the community; and from within
ourselves. Still, I doubt we could have ever achieved what little we did without the
example of the Rural Studio and Neighborhood Design/Build Studio.
Students in Seattle installed their lightweight lamella as a free-spanning system,
without temporary formwork (Figure 6.52). On a 2007 visit to the Rural Studio pig roast
held every May, director Freear entrusted me with a one of their leftover lamella struts.
They use the same strut configuration on both their lamella projects, and had even
constructed a prototype to test their portable, hydraulic gurney (Figure 6.53). It seemed
like it would be a bit much to ask to borrow their gurney, and also borrow a truck large
enough to tow it. It would also have taken a lot of fuel to get it to Mississippi and back.
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Figure 6.52 - Sunhouse lamella (2005)
photo by Steve Badanes courtesy ND/BS

Figure 6.53 - Rural Studio gurney and
lamella prototype (ASK 2007)

We analyzed the sample strut's geometry, and considered various processes of
construction. We modified the configuration of the module to meet our overall form
requirements, developing our own minimal means of implementation in the process.
While our goal was to design and implement the work over a short time span, we
tried to facilitate community participation with surveys and public meetings. At the time,
these almost seemed like they were more trouble than they were worth. The SPR board
was not particularly comfortable with our meeting with members of the neighborhood for
design input. We had a few offers toward materials or labor, but none of these ever
materialized. We did document our progress on a website, perhaps we could have
maintained a blog; but after we got started, our main form of community input came from
visitors who dropped by to see what we were doing. And they were very encouraging;
they kept us going when relations with the park board became strained.
Better distribution of responsibility could most likely have improved our
interface with those outside our group; the SPR board, the community, and the
university. And in hindsight, it would have been much better to develop and rehearse
presentations beforehand, and taken turns presenting as a group (Badanes 2008).
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Our main communication breakdown concerned the roof metal. Certainly, if a
client ever offers to increase the available budget, do not hesitate to take them up on that
offer. Come to a tentative agreement on the spot and then make it a first priority to
define the scope of that additional work. Be sure to account for not just the main material
change but also any associated refinements such as sheathing and trim, additional time
and labor requirements, and possibly a test mockup of the revision. Add a reasonable
contingency to the increase as well, because there are bound to be other improvements
that will not become apparent until the task is almost complete. Overall, more regular
communication with the decision-makers would have helped.
Our team spearheaded the production of the park pavilion as a volunteer
community service project. Our main organization hurdle was orienting the university,
SPR administrators, the neighbor and other stakeholders to hands-on, participatory
design-build. Much of the preparations for the design-build workshop as the Atlantic
Center for the Arts (Badanes and Adamson 2007) occurred behind the scenes. As
experienced masters at both design-build and communication, Steve and Jim made it
look effortless; easily extending a working group into a community and vice versa.
If your team does initiate a volunteer undertaking, complete that offering as
volunteers. When a team learns to work together, the collective results can be very
seductive. It is very natural to, at some point, increase one's own perceived value as a
contributor as the work comes to fruition. However, nothing undermines a volunteer
effort more effectively, both internally and externally, than a team member deciding he
or she ought be further compensated once the project starts taking shape.
One final point; during hands-on construction, it is essential to be as precise as
possible when referring to architectonic elements. The informal pronoun it can refer to
almost anything; a strut, a bracket, a nut or a bolt, the end of a roof panel… Confusion
over terminology while handling unwieldy materials can lead to misunderstandings,
generate unnecessary tension and severely diminish volunteer participation.
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KEY POINTS
• Our volunteer effort evolved out of an existing informal social network.
• Site and available funding were agreed upon beforehand.
• Available surplus materials were gathered prior to any design work.
• Introductory exercises were devoted to group orientation and team-building.
• General project parameters and building program were agreed upon via a
consensus process, where pros and cons are discussed; there is no voting.
• Schematic design consensus was developed on site, in one day.
• Design development merged ideas from across the group into common solution.
• The large-scale structure model allowed all participants to enjoy the immersive
experience of working on the same representation at the same time.
• Use of wood as primary material enhanced constructive flexibility.
• Connections were made with screws or bolts wherever possible.
• Roof structural elements were prefabricated, allowing division of labor.
• Complex details were resolved during construction. Recognize that if
administrators are more accustomed to design-bid-build project delivery;
making design decisions during implementation can be frustrating.
• Finishing touches were devised in response to the newly created context; often
toward utilization of leftover surplus materials too precious to be thrown away.
• Social events extend the realm of participation and generate local support.
• Good communication is the key.
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CHAPTER 7
MOCKBEE ARENA

The study of science must be informed by the arts and vice versa (Mockbee 2000).
The following year, most of the architectural team members relocated to Jackson,
Mississippi, where the School of Architecture's Fifth Year Program is situated downtown.
I moved to Hattiesburg to intern with The Landscape Studio, a landscape architecture
firm founded by celebrated MSU alum Edward L. Blake, Jr. ASLA. We had all learned a
lot from building the lamella pavilion and enjoyed our overall experience; it was the most
interesting building any of us had ever done. So we decided pull together a more
ambitious next generation of our innovative demonstration method. We decided to
facilitate erection of a more immersive, information-oriented memorial to Samuel
Mockbee; a hillside amphitheater in his hometown of Canton, Mississippi.

Canton Convention and Visitors Bureau (CCVB) has its Welcome Center
conveniently situated on the historic Canton town square (CCVB on Figure 7.1). As an
intern architect working with Mockbee, I had participated in a design charrette on the
square facilitated by CCVB. That time, Sambo and I brainstormed design and based our
model construction in the gazebo positioned in the southeast quadrant of the square. We
had stayed up all night building a model for a theatre infill project we proposed for a then
unoccupied space on the north side of the square. Our team obtained permission to utilize
that same gazebo, but CCVB also graciously made their much nicer studio space available
to us for the Mockbee Arena charrette we initiated in early February of 2009. We enjoyed
lodging in the historic former hotel as well as delicious meals prepared by a ladies group
known as the Canton Mafia.
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Figure 7.1 - Canton, Mississippi on 20 September 2007, image USDA © 2010 Google
We sent out cryptic constructivism inspired invitations to parties we thought
might find our endeavor interesting (Figures 7.2 and 7.3). We wanted to take our
collaborative abilities to the next level. We were looking to transform a lamella system,
perhaps systematically adjust the angles; but then Matt discovered the organically more
complex Voronoi spatial allocation system. We didn't know exactly what form it would
take; but we hoped to construct another pavilion the following May, after graduation.

Figure 7.2 - Mailing (2009)

Figure 7.3 - Online version (2009)
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Canton Parks and Recreation (CPR) maintains the city's park system. Director
Alvin Davis reports to the Mayor and Board of Aldermen where executive decisions are
made. I entered into an agreement with Alvin to facilitate an initial design charrette;
with a potential construction proposal to be agreed upon separately. Mayor Esco and the
Board of Aldermen fondly remembered Mockbee; our proposal to hold the initial
charrette was unanimously approved.

Anderson Park is Canton's newest and least developed park (SITE on Figure 7.1).
Dedicated to Michael P. Anderson, an African-American astronaut who died in the 2003
Columbia shuttle explosion, the 40-acre park site slopes gently from a readily accessible
street along the west down to an established stand of Loblolly pines (Pinus taeda) to the
east, with an elementary school to the north and a walking trail to the south (Figure 7.4).

Figure 7.4 - Topographic survey of Anderson Park
by Williford, Gearhart & Knight, Inc., Engineers & Surveyors (2004)

Our team was composed former participants, MSU architecture students Matt,
Ashley, Justin, Jason, Tripp as well Whitney Grant and Victoria Wolf, Rural Studio
instructor Daniel Splaingard, New Orleans interior designer Maya Alexander and
Mockbee's inherently gregarious son Julius of Canton.
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Available resources were limited to whatever we ourselves provided. Funding
sources were not explicitly developed beforehand. Our intent was to design the structure
for maximization of potential and then solicit the necessary funding.

COLLABORATION EXERCISES
One of Mockbee's most inspirational sayings was: Proceed and Be Bold. Concealed
within the copper commemoration plaque of the Sambosa pavilion in Starkville is
geocache bearing that mantra (www.geocaching.com - GC1HAD6). The cache contains a
logbook, trade trinkets and a small library of books on participatory design-build. Soon
after it was placed, I was contacted by an avid geocacher from Canton known as Ronbo.
A fan of Sambo's work, construction administrator Ronald Willet is also a member
of the Board of Directors of the non-profit Madison Countians Allied Against Poverty
(MadCAAP). In 1983, Mockbee Coker Howorth Architects designed three new homes for
MadCAAP pro bono service. In 1987, the firm's Breaking the Cycle of Poverty submission
to Progressive Architecture magazine's award competition garnered a nationally
prestigious First Award (Dixon 1987). The modern houses were based upon indigenous
archetypes; the dogtrot and the shotgun (Figure 7.5).

Figure 7.5 - Breaking the Cycle of Poverty, photo by Bruce A. O'Hara (1987)
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The three houses were designed for specific families, to be constructed on land
owned by those families. Each design featured steeply pitched roofs so as to
accommodate second story bedrooms. Funding for construction of the homes never
materialized; unfortunate, but Mockbee later suggested that this failure directly
influenced the founding of the Rural Studio (Dean and Hursley 2002). The houses are
larger and more complex than the simple cottages typically built by MadCAAP. Ronbo
expressed interest in raising $25K for the construction of one of the homes, if students
would complete the working drawings and volunteer their Saturdays to build them.

Orientation began with our same crew, plus new recruit Whitney, attending
Ronbo's 1K Golden Ammo Can Event, a gathering of geocachers in Canton
commemorating Ronbo having found 1,000 caches (Figure 7.6).

Figure 7.6 - Captainagrippa & crew, photo by geocacher ADS1 (11/8/2008)

As before, we based our development plans on a one-month timeframe. Our
consensus was that construction of one or more of the MadCAAP houses might make a
good class or team project, over the course of a semester, if our university had a local
design-build program; but with its additional enclosure, mechanical and electrical
requirements a larger than average house was well beyond the scope that we could
realistically provide as volunteers. We each were well into our individual thesis
problems. We had no bureaucratic means toward pooling our efforts into an
interdisciplinary class project, and we had no extra time to waste trying to do so.
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The un-built house projects under consideration were devised around unique
conditions that existed two decades ago. While the award-winning projects were
originally designed by Mockbee in collaboration with partners L. Coleman Coker and Tom
Howorth, the predetermined nature of the solutions does not particularly lend itself to
the collaborative pedagogic design-build model championed by Mockbee years later at
the Rural Studio (Dean and Hursley 2002, Dean and Hursley 2005). We felt our efforts
were better spent applying our collaborative working model to another, larger multi-use
pavilion; a public memorial, serviceable to a broader variety of users.

Programming was slightly more complex this time around. We again agreed upon
an open-air shelter that could be experienced different ways by different sized
gatherings, with no restrooms; but this time we wanted to incorporate a stage and media
screen. Canton Parks and Recreation hosts movie nights on occasion; we also hoped that
the upcoming documentary on Mockbee, Citizen Architect, could be screened there.

Concept generation began with review of Mockbee's art (Mockbee 2000). One
form frequently depicted is that of an elevated and inhabited boat (Treschel 2003). He
was also fond of sketching pyramidal forms, often with many random appendages
emanating from the top. My own earliest vision of a Canton memorial was a spiral
ziggurat with Sambo's Catalina 22, or one representing it, perched atop.
I was personally drawn to the image of a sailboat as a carrier amongst the waves
of natural phenomena. From an information-oriented perspective, I appreciated the
means the sailboat provides to navigate amongst a sea of information in flux around it.
An observer on a sailboat is in a better position to witness the effects of apparent
movement within a field of information than he or she is from within a more linearly
applied mode of travel, such as a train; or from within a more encapsulated vessel, such
as an elevator or imaginary spacecraft. However, all of the other team members felt that
a pyramid would be way too laborious to construct (Figure 7.7); and that sailboats while
symbolically evocative are better sailed (Figure 7.8).
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Figure 7.7 - Pyramid building (circa 3000 BCE)
model from Canadian Museum of Civilization

Figure 7.8 - Catalina 22 (circa 1969)
photo by Chris Tingow

Another image from Sambo's sketchbook is that of a two-headed serpent (Figure
7.9). We selected this metaphor as a means of representing the interweaving of theory

and practice (Mockbee 1998), and the equality of arts and sciences (Mockbee 2000).

Figure 7.9 - Two-headed serpent, courtesy of the Mockbee estate (© 2001)

There are of course several architectonic arrangements by which a two-headed
snake can lie upon the land. I was secretly envisioning a configuration whereby one
entered through one of the snake's mouths, then the serpentine form curved around
partially enclosing a stage platform with its belly flared up behind it as the projection
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screen until finally the other head burrows through the ground and pops up as the
projection booth, fluid images emanating from its mouth. But that scenario seemed
cartoon-like and I really preferred that our design decisions be made collaboratively.
Daniel Splaingard, an instructor from the Rural Studio who joined us for the
initial charrette, insisted upon exploring the site before doing anything else. We began by
walking the hillside and determining the best placement for the pavilion. If the shell were
to be situated at the bottom of the hill the area for an audience would encompass about
two football fields; however, the lower half situated closest to the stage would be in
relatively wetter lowlands. If the shell were to be placed mid-slope, the still generous
audience area would enjoy better drainage, and the lower parkland could then be
nurtured into a naturalistic park. The upper slope also featured a more noticeably
concave bowl, so we settled on a generally central location for our proposed amenity.
Instead of a curved form enclosed the bottom end of the hillside, the new less coiled
snake configuration had its back arching across a dual-purpose space.
Our first iteration of the serpentine form was sculpted in clay, and featured a
concaved panoramic projection surface above the central stage area (Figure 7.10).

Figure 7.10 - Clay form model @ 1/8" = 1'-0"± (ASK 2/7/2009)
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Utilizing a freeware Rhino lab tool known as PointSet Reconstruction (PSR) our
team considered various organically influenced spatial allocation scenarios (Figures
7.11, 7.12 and 7.13). The particular mechanistic system we utilized to decompose space
is known as the Voronoi diagram, which was explored by philosopher René Descartes in
the 17th century and later developed by Russian mathematician Gregory Voronoy.

Figure 7.11 - First draft of floor plan, by Bowman and Bankston using PSR (2/7/2009)

Figure 7.12 - First draft of rear elevation, by Matt Bowman using PSR (2/7/2009)

Figure 7.13 - First draft of front elevation, by Matt Bowman using PSR (2/7/2009)
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We applied the Voronoi tessellations to a sheet of chipboard and explored the
curved surfaces on a larger study model (Figure 7.14). At the same time, our group
tested small and full-scale mockups of our structural connections. About halfway
through the charrette, we fabricated miniature trusses with bolted connections rather
than glue and discovered that our much-admired Voronoi network was not particularly
suitable for a compressive system; our tests were about as firm as soap bubbles…

Figure 7.14 - Surface model @ 1/2" = 1'-0" (ASK 2/8/2009)

We therefore decided to express the Voronoi network as a tensile web, a separate
layer suspended in front of the more conventionally triangulated wooden truss walls. The
front and read continuous truss walls are based upon developable surfaces, which are
normally curved in three dimensions but may be flattened to a plane without distortion
of connection points. Conical and cylindrical surfaces are developable; spherical surfaces
are not. Unfortunately, we ran out of time. We were not able to synthesize the interwoven
undulating structural system within the four days we had allotted (Figure 7.15).

Figure 7.15 - System overlay model @ 1" = 1'-0" (ASK 2/9/2009)
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Fortunately, we had invited Mockbee's son and future networking specialist
Julius to join us for the charrette. Based upon the column layout we had established
earlier and a traced outline of our serpentine roof, we set Julius up to work on a basic
concept model. Julius intuitively placed diagonal bracing to connect the roof to the
columns to look and feel like a clearing in a forest (Figure 7.16). At the end of the first
charrette weekend, Julius' model was the most viable one we had to work with.
Afterward the anti-climactic charrette, we simplified the layout a bit and modeled
the organic form via computer in form synthesis software (Figure 7.17). The developable
surfaces were then unfolded, and explored using PSR. The geometries of both the
triangulated trusses and the Vonoroi web were resolved using PowerCADD twodimensional drafting software. Large-scale templates of the front and rear elevations
were printed out. CCVB graciously allowed us to reconvene for another weekend session.

Figure 7.16 - Julius' concept model @ 1/4" = 1'-0" (ASK 2/9/2009)

Figure 7.17 - form•z developable surface model (3/14/2009)
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Construction of the structure model began a month later. We were able to
fabricate the trusses with relative ease using the patterns (Figure 7.18). We also did not
try to schedule any public presentations during this second session, so we could better
focus on the tasks at hand. All of the strips of wood used to construct the structure model
were ripped from two eight-foot boards of Yellow Poplar purchased locally.

Figure 7.18 - Truss fabrication (ASK 3/15/2009)
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We built the structure model at a scale large enough to investigate behavior of the
assembly with actually bolted connections: 1" = 1' - 0". We fabricated two continuous
trusses, and then positioned those planar assemblages into their sloped curving
configurations (Figure 7.19).
We made a 6:12 roof pitch template and used it to connect the top edges of the
developable truss, placing rafters with a generous overhang (Figure 7.20). New recruit
interior designer Maya Alexander wove together a mock-up of the tensile system; again
using the large-scale pattern we used to build the trusses, this time mounting the
template on the wall. But it was more difficult to visualize these beforehand, and the
cellular network tended to get extended farther than needed. Most of the pre-woven
mesh was usable, but it was more straightforward to fine-tune some of the more unique
connections right on the structure model. The tensile network attaches at the ends of the
rafters, tying them down and reducing the apparent span of the rafters.

Figure 7.19 - Assembly (ASK 3/15/2009)

Figure 7.20 - Rafters (ASK 3/16/2009)

We got a lot of work done over that session, but we still didn't completely figure
out all of the roof structure. CCVB allowed us to come back the following weekend, which
happened to fall on St. Patrick's day (not an ideal time to schedule group work); however,
we were able to wrap up the loose ends on the design model over that weekend.
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The ends themselves were much simpler to resolve on the physical model than
via computer. Using spacers, we overlaid the rafters with a series of purlins, each laid flat
to allow for smoother bending. The purlins were projected long at the ends (Figure 7.21)
and cut back as we reconciled best placement for diagonal braces (Figure 7.23).
Early sketches of the two-headed snake form proposed curved metal fangs. These
were mocked-up and held up to the model in various positions, but the tooth pieces were
too literal. No tentative placement was enough of an improvement to justify the extra
expense. The serpentine form was snake-like enough as it was; by not articulating the
fangs, its multiple dual ambiguities were more elegantly preserved (Figure 7.22).

Figure 7.21 - Purlins (ASK 3/20/2009)

Figure 7.22 - Snaking model thru alley,
photo by Whitney Grant (3/22/2009)

Figure 7.23 - Ending (ASK 3/20/2009)
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PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION
For the most part, we took systems previously utilized in the previous pavilion
and further adapted them to the more complex spatial conditions as we generated them
on this project. We envisioned our structure as an open framework into which other
systems, such as seating, lighting and other accoutrements may be flexibly inserted. We
hoped each primary participant could use the collaboration as an opportunity for handson experimentation, extending our various educational investigations: Matt, surface
articulation; Ashley, colorful mood lighting; Whitney, fused glass; me, variable media.

Developable trusses are the primary structural innovation of this iteration. The
continuous multiply triangulated walls would be dynamically reinforced by the
curvature of the form. After representing each separate strut on the model yielded bulky
connections, we optimized the developable truss diagrams to yield the least number of
continuous members (Figure 7.24). For the actual construction, we propose to lay out
both trusses on the ground, then erect them piece-by-piece, or perhaps in sections.

Figure 7.24 - Developable truss diagrams (6/1/2010)
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As proposed, a typical truss node has a treated 1x4 horizontal sandwiched
between two diagonal 2x6 struts; bolted and reinforced with deck screws. The tensile
reinforcement network would have connection nodes situated over the center point of
compressive triangulations (Figure 7.25). Shaft rod threaded at the ends would be used
for tendons. Uppermost connection points are situated at rafter ends; lower tensile lines
would be collected into heavier galvanized chains to be attached a few feet up the
columns. Each tensile node would collect three lines of force. Pipe rings would be used to
connect three tendons at each node. The dual layer composite assembly would enhance
visual depth of the assembly, unveiling structural balances not ordinarily observable.

Figure 7.25 - Developable tensile network (6/1/2010)

Foundation piles would allow for the roof structure to be placed independently of
the stage platform, which in turn would allow the ground plane to be adapted to local
conditions. Our intent is to place all the columns full height, including a set of four
underneath the projection screen that are only used as temporary scaffolding. The plan
is to use the extra height to support walk boards, and as lift points; then trim the utility
poles down when no longer needed. With the roof supported independently of any slab,
placement of the ground plane can be postponed until the spaces have begun to take
shape. Concrete rubble would be utilized for the majority of the base, with cast-in-place
elements added in direct response to unique conditions created as built (Figure 7.26).
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Figure 7.26 - Foundation plan (6/1/2010)
The tentative column head attachment detail would allow a T-section fabricated
from a scrap of W18 to be inserted into a vertical slot cut in place with a chain saw
(Figure 7.27). Strut interconnections would be bolted, and then reinforced with deck
screws. The proposed attachment plates are circular, and would be sandwiched between
wooden strut members prior to the trusses' attachment to the T-section. The diagonal
kickers along the frame's centerline would be added after the posts are trimmed.

Figure 7.27 - Tentative column head diagram (6/16/2010)
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Variously scaled seating clusters are represented abstractly on the model. The
goal is to provide a wide range of gathering places; two or three people, small groups,
school groups, all the way up to accommodation of a large audience. This piecemeal
development strategy more readily accommodates drainage through the platform and
also facilitates adaptive placement of a barrier-free access route (Figure 7.28).
The Voronoi diagram was utilized to determine the arrangement of the tensile
network in elevation as well as spatial allocation of concrete elements in plan. Column
locations provided initial cell definition along the ground plane; however, additional
nodes may be situated in a relatively free form manner. Cells at the base of columns are
to be filled with green glass cullet; illuminated with LED rope lighting. PVC chases would
interconnect these nodes, allowing for containment of media cables during a production.

Figure 7.28 - Column trees at south end (ASK 3/22/2009)
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Roofing would be 26 gauge Galvalum on double 1x4 purlins at 24”, on 2x6 rafters
at 3’oc. As proposed, the front eave smoothly undulates in height, peaking across the
projection screen (Figure 7.29). The rear eave would be placed at a level horizontal
datum. Rainwater would be shed as a continuous curtain along the downhill edge (Figure
7.30). Treated 2x6 rafters at 3’oc would bridge the trusses at a consistent 6:12 pitch
(Figure 7.31). In order to facilitate smoother bends and cleaner edge assemblies, a
double layer of 1x4s would be used for purlins (Figure 7.32).

Figure 7.29 - Front view looking east (ASK 3/22/2009)

Figure 7.30 - Rear view looking west (ASK 3/22/2009)
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Figure 7.31 - Roof framing plan (6/1/2010)

Figure 7.32 - North end (ASK 3/22/2009)

The serpentine configuration also accommodates an outdoor classroom adjacent
to the school as well as a variety of unique nodes for informal congregation (Figure 7.33).
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Figure 7.33 - South end (3/22/2009)

The panoramic viewing surface would be white shingles on 1x3 cedar lathe.
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We would like to nestle the amphitheater’s epicenter into evenly sloped parkland
between the elementary school and the walking track. An arch of Live Oaks (Quercus

virginiana) is proposed to delineate the perimeter threshold (Figure 7.34). In order to
restore the lower parkland to its original natural habitat, a program of annual
prescriptive burning is also suggested (Figure 7.35, Pyne 1982).

Figure 7.34 - Site plan (6/1/2010)

Figure 7.35 - Volunteer prescriptive burning at Crosby Arboretum (ASK 3/6/2008)
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SUMMARY
In 1969, the students shut down the AIA convention in protest of the profession's
apparent indifference to the needs of the communities (Badanes 2008). Since that time,
Badanes has witnessed the emergence of community design programs in academia, an
eventual purging of the community design programs from academia in the 1980s, and
now their welcome resurgence (Badanes 2008).
Badanes' early community design experience was the result of personal initiative.
In the late 1960s, Badanes and classmates opted out of the university studios and formed
their own community design center. Their 'People's Workshop' designed housing and
built playgrounds in New Brunswick, New Jersey. We felt that architectural education

could deal with social-justice issues in a hands-on way that the academic status quo did
not allow for (Badanes 2008).
Publicity of more recent examples provided by the Rural Studio, Design Corps,
Neighborhood Design/Build Studio among others have inspired students to again demand
that their education have meaning and relevance, as well as include a hands-on service
component. For both endeavors, our local group organized ourselves as freelance
volunteers rather than a class project. Still, ours is an ongoing learning process (Figure
6.51). We encountered the same problems Badanes lists as common to communityservice design/build programs (Badanes 2008), especially on Mockbee Arena:
• Selecting projects that are too large, cost more and take longer than expected.

• Using a 'competition' approach to decide what to build.
• Choosing projects requiring students to relocate great distances.
For the pavilion in Starkville, we assimilated the three-week design-build
workshop as facilitated by Badanes at the Atlantic Center for the Arts (Badanes and
Adamson 2007) on an approximately 8' x 16' structure (128 sf) for our significantly
larger (1,000 sf) contribution. With changes, ours cost about twice the anticipated
$2,500, and took significantly longer to implement. Fine-tuning our approach for
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Mockbee Arena, we scheduled the design charrettes separate from the projected
construction period in hopes of better defining budget parameters up front. Instead of
trying to squeeze every last cent of value from rubbish collected from the landfill (Canton
buries rubbish and organic waste together, immediately as dumped), we intended to
define a more realistic budget based upon readily available materials. We found that the
local building supplier actually had the most competitive pricing. One of the most
economical metal roofing suppliers in the state is situated a few minutes from Canton. We
could perhaps economize further by utilizing our existing supply of deer camp metal,
obtained from there.
While our team rallied around a certain artistic sophistication of form, we also
sought ways to critically maximize the effect of that form. By situating a 1,600 sf band
shell amid an area the same size as Canton's town square (350K sf, Figure 7.1), our
proposed insertion organizes its surroundings (Figure 7.33) to harbor a landscape-scale
arena (72K sf) flanked by an equivalent domain set aside toward habitat restoration
(72K sf) as well as a generous area well-suited for demonstration rain gardens (23K sf);
a bio-retentive storm-water and water-quality best management practice (Wolverton and
Wolverton 2001). Based upon a tentative $16K material budget ($12.5K plus
contingency), the 1,600 sf pavilion structure itself would cost $10 per square foot,
assuming volunteer labor. Applying that band shell expense to its covered area plus the
extended realm of the audience, this cost per square foot is reduced to less than 25¢.
While our new proposed work is admittedly ambitious; in terms of its cost-to-benefit
ratio, even if we were to quadruple the budget, the amphitheater's potential effect as a

tipping point (Gladwell 2002) is just too promising to ignore.

It is important for the instructor not to have a design agenda (Badanes 2008).
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Due to our group's familiarity and very condensed design schedule, we did not
repeat the Loveland exercises as part of our Mockbee Arena charrette, as Badanes had
done at the Atlantic Center for the Arts workshop (Badanes and Adamson 2007) and we
had done previously in preparation for design-build of the pavilion in Starkville. One of
the potential advantages of working as a group revealed in Badanes' workshop, that our
group did not articulate was: explore outside comfort zone - benefit #5 (Figure 5.5 and
6.51). Probably the biggest challenge I encountered during these collaborations was
balancing leadership with facilitation. While I did not particularly see myself in a lead
role for the ACA project, the organizational structure of both the Starkville project and
Mockbee Arena required a certain degree of leadership on my part. In these latter
contexts I was not formally an instructor; however, I was the architect-in-charge.
Other than the workshop facilitated by Badanes, I had limited experience with
egalitarian design-build collaboration. We built a scale model of the Acropolis as a group
project in my 2nd year of architecture school. I was assigned the role of group leader, and
distributed the workload according to model-making abilities previously demonstrated.
In Mockbee's studio I enjoyed more participation in design work than one might in a
more traditional architectural firm; however, my task was generally to refine Mockbee's
original broad-stroke, although this was typically achieved via some collaboration with
others. Later, as a site-planning instructor, I structured student participation of a
hypothetical conservation development in a relatively more equivalent, game-like
manner. But overall, the accepted pedagogic model is individual competition.
Unfortunately, competition is the normal way of evaluating most design
solutions. My being the lead organizer, the architect-of-record as well as significantly
older than my teammates surely affected the team dynamic. Ironically, my own lack of
participatory design-build education is a primary motivating factor toward my advocacy
of such in our curriculums now. One has to begin somewhere, and that place might as
well be where ever you are.
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Steve was the ramrod in those days. He got the projects and offered the work, and
I said yes on various different projects, as did other people… There was always anarchy…
We're still project oriented. First there will be us, then there will be a job, then people will
come to work on it. There will be local people involved in the job.
- Jersey Devil partner John Ringel (Crosbie 1986).
We waited until the semester was over to begin design-build of the Starkville
pavilion. For Mockbee Arena, our primary scheduling issue was our attempting to work
around our more competitively organized academic responsibilities. We planned the fourday charrette early in the spring semester in hopes of minimizing time conflicts, as we
knew we each needed all available time toward the end of our thesis projects.
We had a fairly good turnout for our first Mockbee Arena design presentation,
after the original charrette. Unfortunately, the design itself was not ready to be
presented; it needed more development. Later that spring, when we finally got the design
model to a point where it was presentable, all the other team members were beginning
the last month of their thesis projects and I had my own deadlines bearing down on me. It
became logistically problematic to conduct the follow-up presentation. Furthermore, it
had become election time in Canton. Current Mayor Fred Ecso knew Mockbee and was
very supportive at our earlier, incomplete presentations; however, as the election
approached it was not a good time to initiate new public spending.
In order to continue development of Mockbee Arena, we will need to perform
some more behind-the-scenes work. We need to introduce the project to Canton's new
mayor, Dr. William Truly, who has had to make several budget cuts as he has entered
office. We need to make an executive presentation before the Board of Alderman. A
public presentation and information gathering session needs to be conducted. It would be
good to set up an online survey, to both orient the community as to our development of
the proposal thus far and gather pertinent feedback.
CPR director Alvin Davis, remains enthusiastic about the project; CCVB also
remains supportive. If the Mayor, Board of Aldermen and community support a
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fundraising drive, one of the more interesting ways to kick it off would be to go ahead and
place the utility poles. These salvage poles are some of the least costly, most dramatic
elements of construction. An official groundbreaking could generate some press. The
stark poles amongst the gently sloped landscape could yield some interesting
photographs and further publicity.
The project location was reasonably close to our team's then center of gravity;
Canton is only 20-30 minutes from Jackson, 2 hours for Hattiesburg. But as the rest of
the team has graduated and moved away to begin their careers, we have become too
isolated to function as a team. Social processes and naturalistic regenerative techniques
both take time to unfold. Community outreach is impractical to practice from afar.
One obstacle to further participation is the public perception of free student labor.
I offered to facilitate (lead) the design charrette pro bono, and our group designed the
amphitheater as volunteers. In the contract, since we had not yet come to a consensus as
to the scope of proposed construction, I explicitly left the exact nature of the
construction agreement open-ended. The memorial is not intended as an entrepreneurial
enterprise; however, if as a team we can function more effectively with a reasonable
stipend for our labors, we should be afforded the flexibility to do so.
Habitat restoration via prescriptive burning was added to the original program as
a supplemental component. It would entail a fair amount of coordination in terms of
permitting; however, such effort would be offset by reduced lawn maintenance (bushhogging) over time, and could possibly expand our realm of available grants. As the
walking trail represents a ready-made firebreak, it could be that the interior of the loop is
more suitably contained to become this type of public education exhibit.
On July 24, 2010, the Mississippi American Institute of Architects (AIA)
recognized the unbuilt project with a Merit Award. We need to arrange adequate funding,
get those poles in the ground, and then converge on site for at least a month.
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KEY POINTS
• Our previously developed team sought out a next generation project.
• Site was selected after reviewing available parkland.
• Funding was NOT developed beforehand.
• Introductory exercises were not repeated.
• General project parameters and building program were agreed upon via a
consensus process, where pros and cons are discussed; there is no voting.
• Schematic design consensus was developed over a four-day charrette.
• Design development merged ideas from across the group into common solution.
• The large-scale structure model allowed all participants to enjoy the immersive
experience of working on the same representation at the same time.
• Wood is proposed as primary material to enhance constructive flexibility.
• Connections are to be made with screws or bolts wherever possible.
• Truss components may be prefabricated, allowing division of labor.
• Complex details are to be resolved during construction. (Park director
recognizes more fluid aspects of integrated design-build process.)
• Finishing touches shall be devised in response to the newly created context;
toward utilization of leftover surplus materials too precious to be thrown away.
• Social events extend the realm of participation and generate local support;
however, scheduling public participation and presentations amid concentrated
design activity is logistically problematic.
• Mississippi American Institute of Architects (AIA) recognized the unbuilt
Mockbee Arena with a state-level Merit Award.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION

You cannot acquire experience by making experiments. You cannot create experience.
You must undergo it. - Albert Camus (1913-1960)
The integrated design-build approach enhances fusion of product and process. In
each example, we not only collaborated as to what program and form our solutions would
take, but also how we hoped to constructively implement those solutions. Participatory
exercises conducted prior to the material investigations helped to mold our collaborative
intentions. Articulation of product informed the evolution of our process and vice versa.
We arrived at solutions via consensus, by finding common ground.
As early as possible in the development process, we created a shared working
environment in which to collectively explore physical connections; in all three cases a
large-scale structural model was constructed as an intermediate to actual construction.
What decisions could not be reasonably resolved utilizing the common representational
media were postponed until they could be collaboratively investigated at full-scale, in

situ. This aspect of continual refinement was particularly suited to resolving unusual
spatial conditions, as well as utilizing found materials in a thoughtful manner. Decisions
are built upon one another in an incremental manner.
We found small pavilions to be good introductory projects; simplified technical
requirements with open potential for artistic expression. One of the most frequent
questions I am asked concerning such work is: how large a project can be implemented in
this manner? In a way this is like asking the mechanic how long it will take to fix your
car before seeing the car. The most authentic response is: it depends…
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It depends on many variables: the size of the group, group dynamics, the extent of
desired consensus, the nature of the project, travel distance to work site, available
materials, available tools, the period of time allotted, the percentage working time that
can be devoted to the work versus other demands, the budget, the available support
network and the weather. Steve Badanes' classes typically consist of ten to sixteen
students (Badanes 2008). Third year classes at the Rural Studio have varied, from five
or six to over a dozen. Most of the Rural Studio thesis groups are co-ed and have four
members on average, which from my experience with small pavilions is a very
manageable size and an optimal mix.
The physical design model played a central role in all three projects. To an extent,
it is both a developmental limitation and developmental threshold. The larger size and
materiality of the model allow a group to simultaneously investigate a common space.
The collective working environment also reduces bottlenecks; pressures on a single
participant to process a portion of work needed by other team members.
Computer studies or simulations are not uncommon supplements to these
collaborations, and can create such a bottleneck. Again, it depends on the nature of the
simulation. One person may more efficiently perform modeling of a single component
while others focus on other parts. Several programmers may work in unison to create a
model of an environment, including such temporal aspects such as sunlight, rainfall,
nutrient flow, etc. While more removed from reality than a physical model, a collective
spatio-temporal model could allow multiple users to consider a shared dynamic
environment as well experimental what-if scenarios. This environmental modeling
approach would be especially useful in landscape architecture and landscape ecology
contexts, where time is a relatively pertinent dimension: what-if fire was introduced at
this point in the cycle, what-if these trees are thinned, what-if this area were flooded, or
drained, what-if the traffic along this route increases… (Turner 2001).
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TOP-DOWN AND BOTTOM-UP
The integrated design-build approach emphasizes synthesis of assemblages,
rather than the more analytic dissection of component properties. Multiple points of view
are considered simultaneously. Philosopher Manuel DeLanda refers to analysis as topdown, and synthesis as bottom-up (Pirc 1994). To illustrate the synthetic mode of
inquiry, DeLanda calls upon the example of an ecosystem. When an ecosystem is studied
using an analytic top-down approach, one starts with the ecosystem as whole and begins
dissecting until one gets to the final units, the animals or plants (or deeper, to the
microbial and molecular level). According to DeLanda, this is the established method of
science, and has been for 400 years. However, many properties of an ecosystem are the
result of interactions between members; predators and prey, parasites and hosts,
between symbiotic partners, within food webs. When whole systems are dissected, taken
apart, the first things that are lost are these interactions. You reach recognizable final
units, but they are separated from each other in a dysfunctional way. In an ecosystem,
society or other working assemblage, many of the properties are synergetic; more than
the sum of the parts. But when you do analysis, you end up with a bunch of units and

then you want to add them up - everything that was more than the sum gets lost - almost
by definition (DeLanda, from Pirc 1994).
In practice, I have found that referring to the traditional analytic approach as
top-down and the emergent synthetic approach as bottom-up tends to cast them as
mutually exclusive; the over-simplified EITHER-OR hampers mental integration of the
dual processes. We commonly utilize BOTH top-down AND bottom-up processes; they are
relative terms. Mockbee's was the top-down architect-in-charge of his studio, but his
working environment itself was more bottom-up than other architecture studios. A
hydrologic cycle demonstrates both properties; rainfall and evaporation. An ecosystem
exhibits a meshwork of bottom-up relationships; although some participants, such as
man, maintain a higher position on the food chain than others.
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A top-down mode of academic inquiry tends to focus on the pieces; the
expectation being that the students will synthesize the bits into an abstract working
whole within their minds. In architectural and landscape architectural education,
competitively evaluation of individual hypothetical projects is the norm. For comparing
performance on a standardized exercise in a chemistry lab, an analytic approach
certainly makes sense. However, in order to better understand real-world problems that
we seek to address via design solutions, especially those found in the natural domain of
landscape architecture, a more synthetic approach is warranted. In order to develop a
balanced understanding, both analysis and synthesis must be utilized. The design-build
of a small pavilion by a group can serve as a simple, straightforward introduction to
collaboration and the nature of synthetic processes.
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Figure A.1 - Cover sheet © Agrippa Spence Kellum AIA

Figure A.2 - Site plan © Agrippa Spence Kellum AIA
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Figure A.3 - Floor Plan © Agrippa Spence Kellum AIA

Figure A.4 - Framing plan © Agrippa Spence Kellum AIA
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APPENDIX B
PRESS COVERAGE
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Figure B.1 - The Commercial Dispatch, 23 August 2007
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MSU students used recycled products to build pavilion

STARKVILLE - If you're wondering how a few recycled utility poles, broken-down wooden
pallets and even old Heineken bottles can be put to good use, don't go to a landfill. Go to
the new Green Oaks Park in Starkville and check out the new pavilion. “Every day we'd
go to work, and then come back and we'd see more of it going up,” recalled Carolyn
Wilcox, who lives in the Green Oaks neighborhood, describing the evolution of the
pavilion, a community-service project lead by Spence Kellum, a landscape architecture
graduate student at Mississippi State University, who put together a multi-disciplinary
team of students to design and build the pavilion largely from recycled materials.
“This is one of the best additions to any community in Starkville,” said MSU architecture
professor Michael Berk, standing under the elegant wing-shaped shelter Friday evening
during the official opening. “It's in many ways heroic.” The concept behind the design,
said Kellum, was to orient the structure so that it gets a lot of sun in the winter, is shaded
in the summer and used recycled materials. But he also wanted to explore lamella
structures; a biological term given to thin-layered structures. The whole project cost
about $5,000.
“This is 100 percent design group,” said MSU landscape architecture department head
Sadik Artunc, who praised the multi-disciplinary approach the project took, adding
diverse teams are the heart of effective community projects. Any community project can
often teach more about process than actual building, particularly when it comes to
working with the dozens of stakeholders like residents and public officials.
“I think I now have a better idea of how to navigate those waters,” said Kellum.
Online article - The Commercial Dispatch 25 August 2007
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Figure B.2 - Starkville Daily News 26 August 2007, page 1

Figure B.3 - Starkville Daily News 26 August 2007, page 4
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APPENDIX C
EXPENDITURES
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Figure C.1 - Reimbursable expenses
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APPENDIX D
MOCKBEE ARENA,
MS AIA MERIT AWARD
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Figure D.1 - Title sheet © Agrippa Spence Kellum AIA

Figure D.2 - Site Plan © Agrippa Spence Kellum AIA
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Figure D.3 - Floor plan and framing plan © Agrippa Spence Kellum AIA

Figure D.4 - Developable elevation diagrams © Agrippa Spence Kellum AIA
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